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ALDR1CH CLASHES WITH
ANDREWS AND CURRY

IRRiGA-II- I

PROJECT

PRAISE WORK

Rhode Island Senator Loses His Head
Fight Grows Hot.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 17. To

LOCAL OPTION

III ARIZONA

inI

sure its passage the Senate committee on territories should report the
statehood bill in three days. Dillingham (acting chairman in the absence
Hisof Beveridge), Burnham, Bean, Piles,
Halson, Dick, all Republicans, in the
presence of Bailey and other Democrats, pledged their words as honorable men to consider the bill Friday
ARE
REBUKED DISFRANCHISEMENT
and report it. Aldiich lost his head KNOCKERS
PASSES
is
today and threatened Andrews and
Curry, saying that they had no right
Spanish Speaking Citizens
to work for statehood on the floor of Roosevelt
Says Those Oppos
By Territorial Engineer-San- ta
Andrews told Aldrich
the Senate.
Deprived of Right to Vote
that he and Curry would work on
iog Lock Type Want No
Fe Citizens Behind
at Elections.
the floor of the Senate whenever they
Canal
All.
at
the Enterprise.
pleased, as the rules permitted. The
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. .17. The Pace
Pennsylvania Senator. Teller, and
AnWashington, Feb. 17. Any attack bill providing that counties
Application No. 204, of Colonel G. others who are Democrats, told
may vote
W. Prichard and J. W. Raynolds of drews and Curry to come on the floor made hereafter on the lock type of local
a
option by
majority instead of
this city was taken up by Territorial of the Senate whenever they pleased. the Panama canal, according to an
has
the house by
hot.
Is
President
passed
The
opinion
by
expressed
this
waxing
L.
exceedingly
Sullivan
fight
Vernon
Engineer
13 to 11. It comes
transmitin
Roosevelt
his
to the senate
message
up
This
and
project
approved.
morning
ting to Congress today, the report today and it Is believed it will pass.
of Prichard and Raynolds will add WORLD AND
made by the engineers, who recently 'The educational
about 18,000 acres of the most fertile
qualification bill, reINDICTED
visited the canal zone, with PresidentNEWS
districts
to
the
land
Irrigated
valley
voters
to be able to read
the
quiring
elect Taft, "is in reality merely an
in Santa Fe county south of this city
the
In
English
Conlanguage, which passed
attack upon the policy of building
and will be of untold value in devel- Charged With Criminal Libel
the
In
Council
all."
at
Canal
canal
The
With
nection
Panama
several days ago, and
report
any
The water for
oping this vicinity.
in
shows
the
the
Purchase
opinion
from
Story.
the
president's
is
diverted
House yesterday, has
passed
this large enterprise
clearest fashion that Congress was been sent to the
the Santa Fe river mostly in times
governor. The im-- j
Washington, Feb. 17 The Federal wise in the position it took and that
of flood and carried to a storage resof
the
bill lies In
educational
portance
indictit would be inexcusable to change
ervoir of some. 70,000 acre feet ca- grand jury today returned
the
fact
that
would
it
to
disfranchise
sea
canal
a
Press
lock
ments
the
from
the
Publishing
proposed
against
pacity from which water Is conductmany
citizens.
ed off through two large canals, one Company of New York, and against canal. The president calls attention
and
Will Probably Veto Bill,
12.75 miles in length and the other Joseph Pulitzer, Caleb M. Van Hamm, particularly to the character
nine miles, to lands lying in the La and Robert H. Lyman, editors of the standing of the engineers who went
Phoenix, Feb. 17. It is reported
New York World and the owners of to Panama and says of all the men , unofficially that Governor
Bajada, Capa del Rio, San Domingo
Kibbey, be
Delavan of their profession they are, "on the ing a
News,
Pueblo and the Cieneguilla grants. the Indianapolis
Republican, will most probably
Williams, whole, the best qualified to pass upon veto the bill although enormous presThis project will eventually cost in Smith and Charles R.
the neighborhood of $150,000. The charging libel in those publications these very questions which they have sure is being brought to bear ujion
Then he calls attention him to sign it. It is pointed out that
location of the reservoir is ideal and in connecton with their story of the examined."
on the Gatun dam, to the
canal.
to
the
of
Panama
their
counreport
purchase
of
the
the
with
slope
Republican party has been ever
together
The indictment against the publish- which, because it was the central the protector of the franchise of all
will
work
labors
construction
the
try
be reduced to a minimum. Owing to ers of he Indianapolis News charges point of discussion, they gave the people entitled to it under the fedthe fact that there were a number of Smyth and Williams with the crime of first consideration. In the opinion of eral constitution.
the one the enginers the dam Is in every recommunity settlements . along this libel on seven counts and
Will Make Arizona Republican.
World
the
charges spect satisfactory and meets with
people
water
against
stream which have acquired
Phoenix,
Ariz., Feb. 17. The Demescounts.
five
on
libel
their unanimous approval. Their
rights through beneficial use for a
of both houses as
ocratic
members
The persons alleged to have been timate of the complete cost of the
great many years. This application
well
as
citizens
of this county are
the
was approved with the provision "that libeled are President Roosevelt, J. canal is three hundred and sixty mil- strong in their condemnation of the
exP.
was
Charles
Commendation
Taft,
lion dollars.
such works shall not be used to the Pierpont Morgan,
sensational and unwarranted attack
detriment of prior valid
rights," Elihu Root, Douglas Robinson and, pressed at the present condition of of Eugene Brady O'Neill on Governor
Bench
Cromwell.
Nelson
the work and the engineers voice the
which protects these holdings per- William
in which he raked the goverwarrants were Issued.
belief that "in no great construction Kibbey,
fectly.
nor's
character fore and aft.
personal
work has so much been done for the
All other features of Monday In the
the way of furnishing the
SET BACK FOR QUAKER employes incomforts
sank into insignificance comASSAULTED AND
and luxuries of Councilto
necessary
the billingsgate of the mempared
REFORMERS
CITY
same
TIED IN ROOM
charged ber of
life, the
being
Maricopa. Never before in the
of
cost
the
the
against
of the Arizona legislature has
history
But Lose canal work, as has been done on
Unconscious Girl is Discovered Se- They Elect. Magistrate
such a malicious and vitriolic flow of
in
Candidates
Councilmanic
this great work. This is one of the
curely Bound in Room of Hotel
been poured forth from the
Their Own Strongholds.
reasons for the high cost of the language
Great Mystery ConnectBeside O'Neill's
of
a
legislator.
lips
canal." The engineers se no reason
ed With the Case.
the attack of Willits on
speech,
17.
Feb.
comAlthough
be
Philadelphia,
why the canal should not
the reformers succeeded in electing pleted as estimated by the chief en- Roosevelt. was but the mutterings of
,
Chicago, Feb. 17. Evidence which
a schoolboy.
candidate for magistrate at yes- gineer, by January 1, 1915.
is believed to indicate a fiendish their
suffered
cause
the
During the tirade and at its close,
election,
terday's
crime was found today when the
O'Neil was hissed by the galleries and
defeat of
the
a
through
conscious form of Ella Gringles, -- an
members on the floor. Only one man
councilmanic candidates in the wards DYNAMITE CONSPIRACY
Irish laceworker, was found in a room
been rethe rest were stunned by
have
for
several
that
years
TO ROB MILLIONAIRE applauded;
of the Wellington Hotel, a down town
O'Neill showed his
thunderbolt.
as
the
reform
strongholds.1
garded
was
hostelry of first repute. The girl
for the governor when he
animosity
securely bound, suffering from
Police of Kansas City On Track of
interrupted the clerk in his reading
In Attempt at Daspoisoning, and apparently had
Participants
of the messages vetoing the ranger
been assaulted. One leg was tied to DOUBLE TRAGEDY
tardly Crime,
and examiner bills, by moving that
the bedstead and the other to the
further reading be dispensed with.
The hands were tied
washstand.
Feb. 17. That S. H. President Hunt denied the motion,
Kansas
City,
above the head. A mysterious letter
atGarnet t, the man who
stating that it waa a courtesy due the
signed in Miss Gringles name, but
WASHINGTON tempted to extort $7,000yesterday
from Law- chief executive for the messages to
which may not have been written by
rence M. Jones, the millionaire dry be read in full and acted upon. The
her, and in which, was said that she
goods merchant by the display of a reletrless grind of the caucus mawas about to be, or was being murderdynamite bomb, had accomplices is chinery passed both bills by a strict
ed, figures in the case.
asserted positively by the police to- party vote,
The theory of the police is that the
day. The officers are working on
Weedin arose on a question of privgirl was lured to the hotel, plied with
the theory that two or more men and ilege and made an excellent address,
drink and ultimately made the vicpossibly a woman are concerned in setting forth his reasons for supporttim of a horrible attack. There is
the plot. The real estate agent who ing the bills.
Breen, Republican,
evidence on hand to show that she
.the house in Independence,
rental
had been subjected to extraordinary
which Garnett fitted up with chains tha riitirtn tvud iloniurl
It iu mnni- tortures and that she fought with deswith which to implrson Jones, asserts fest to all that the animus behind both
peration. This is shown in burns, ACT SEEMS PREMEDITATED than an elderly,
man enthese measures is "based on partisan
bruises and cuts about the body and
She
that he
said
the
place.
gaged
politics and not the result of sentihead. A lighted candle, it is beand his brother, a stockman from ment for such
to
legislation In the terlieved, was used in an attempt
Omaha, and the brother's1 wife are in- ritory. Monday made thousands of
subdue her. While being taken to Both Occupied Taxicab when valids.
The day after, the neighbors votes in Arizona for the Republican
girl
the hospital, the unconscious
Deed was Committed
saw two men and a woman walking
man
a
party and if the statehood bill is
raved, frequently mentioning
about the second story as if inspectThis
passed, Arizona would go Republican
and woman.
Morning.
Early
ing the .floor. Garnett in his surly next fall as certain as faith. The
manner refused again today to tell Democratic
party is plunging headFeb. 17. While his real name or anything of his past.
ICE KING GIVEN
Pa.,
Reading,
Such legislation as
disaster.
to
long
on
PARTIAL LIBERTY speeding along in a taxicab here theGarnett wasof arraigned todaythe athas been so far- passed is a disgrace
charges
robbery ,and
to a great commonwealth, and the
early this morning, Stella Rocktashel,
to
He pleaded guilty to
rob.
tempt
Released From the Toombs During eighteen years old, was shot and
Democrats are solely responsible.
both charges and as he waived the
Day Time to Permit Him to
In the House, the message of the
killed and her companion, George E. right of a preliminary hearing, was
Transact Business.
was cordially received, but
governor
court.
bound
to
over
the criminal
W. Knaut, twenty years old, after direct
New York, Feb. 17. Charles
on the Democratic side
members
the
the
for
Garnett
regret
expressed
to
the hos
Morse, former financier and "Ice ing the chauffeur to hury
were
one
o!
and the bills went
intenmind,
whole affair saying he had no
king," who has been confined in the pital, shot himself through the heart tion of
over
veto by a strict
the
out
was
governor's
one.
He
killing any
Toombs pending an appeal from his with the same revolver that had
Only one man placed
was suffer- party vote.
of
work
and
and
money
sentence-o- f
fifteen years In the At- killed the
girl, dying almost instantly. ing from tuburculosis. He said he himself on record against it from the
lanta federal prison for the violation
It
had been a quarrel or the had no accomplices and the police Democratic side Sutter, of Cochise
of the National banking laws, will go Whether
are inclined to give up the early idea who said that the people of his county
free today under the formal order of two agreed to die together is not defi- that
r were opposed to the passage of these
he had been assisted by
the United States circuit court of ap- nitely determined. Kraut was a telemeasures and that if there had been
peals. The order contains the follow- phone Inspector. Yesterday he asked
any way to defeat them he would
ing clause: "That Charlea W. Morse several
have done it. He voted with the cauacquaintances to lend him a FOUND GUILTY OF
of the
be allowed to go
convicACCEPTING A BRIBE cus against his will and his
United States marshal from the city revolver, saying he wanted to go to
tions.
prison, where he is now confined, to a masquerade ball.. As there was no
Bailey introduced a resolution inSan Francisco, Feb. 17. The jury
such places in the city of New York public masquerade ball in town last
in the case of former supervisor, M. viting "William Jennings Bryan, emas the reasonable transaction of his
of the opinion W.
are
the
to visit Aripolice
night,
Coffey, accused of accepting a inent American citizen,"
business may require, provided he be
zona
address
was
the
predmedi-tate- d bribe to vote for the
one
and
that
of
case
the
legislature.
franchise
trolley
taken to the city prison for safe keepRoberts's bill for ranger, deputy
murder and suicide. The cou- of the United Railroads, after a half
ing during the night."
sheriffs
has passed the House.
a
ple engaged a taxicab in the business hour's deliberation, today returned
Goodrich's bill, revising the prosection of town about 2 o'clock this verdict of guilty,
ceedings of district courts, passed the
SENATOR SPEAKS morning and ordered the chauffeur in
Council.
the direction of their home on the
AND
A bill was Introduced in the CounSTRIKERS CLASH
Ind., Feb. 17. Sen- north side. When In the vicinity "of
Indianapolis,
ator A. J. Beveridge, who has taken his home, the chaffeur was startled
cil by O'Neill, taxing teelgraph, telethe executive lead in an effort to by a shot and the young man ordered
It
Orange, N. J., Feb. 17. A riot, the phone and express companies.
him to drive" to a hospital. As he outgrowth of the strike in the hat provides tor a sworn statement of asprosecute , S permanent
tariff commission, was the principal was waiting at the hospital door, a factories, broke out here today when sets, gross earnings, etc., under pen
second shot rang out. An examina- fifteen
men were set upon alty of a fine or forfeiture of the
speaker today at the tariff
tion showed that both were dead.
and stoned" by a crowd of 200 persons. franchise.
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Adopted for AcceDtina Provi
sions of Carnegie Foundation
Legislature Well Occupied.
COUNCIL.
Wednesday Afternoon.
Immediately upon the Council being called to order by President
Spiess, a conference committee was
appointed upon motion of Catron,
upon tue Council
amendments to
House Bill No. loO, the "Archaeological School Bill." The Council conferees are Catron, Median and Navarro.

EXISE

1

EE

F

Work of Tarriff Revision Will Take

All Summer
TAFT

IKESjiiCEMENT

Hanley presented a petition from
Bernalillo county, asking for the enactment of a measure, to make it
mandatory upon boards of county Western Matters at National
commissioners to make a levy of one
Capital Amendment to
mill for at least one year, for a survey of their counties by metes and
Naval Bill.
bounds.
Cation, for the committee on judicWashington, Feb. 17. The extra
with amendments session of
iary, reported
Congress will be convened
Council Bill No. 11, by Mecheni, an act on
March 15. This date was definfor proceedings
supplementary to itely settled on today and Presidentexecution.
The bill was passed un- elect Taft authorized the announceanimously, every one of the twelve ment.
members voting.
Frye Gives Up His Summer's Fishing.
The committee also reported with
Washington, Feb. 17. As an indiamendments Council Bill No. 70, by cation of the probable length of the
Mechem, an act to validate an issue special tariff session of Congress,
of $1,200 in bonds of the school dis- Senator
Frye of Maine has written
trict of Santa Rosa, Guadalupe coun- friends at home that he expects to
ty. The bill as amended was passed have to remain in Washington all
unanimously.
summer. The seuator is an enthusiHanley for the auditing committee astic fisherman but he already has
reported that
legislative employes cancelled the contract for the usual
were paid yesterday.
summer camp for this purpose.
McBee introduced Council Bill No. Western Men After Director Newell.
85, an act to enable cities, towns and
A concerted effort will be made by
property owners to extend sewer and Influential Republicans from Rocky
water systems. Referred to the com mountain and other arid land states
mittee on corporations .
j to induce the Incoming administration
Council Joint Rsolution No. 15, was to oust F. H. Newell, chief engineer
introduced by Hanley, authorizing the of the reclamation service and apacceptance of the benefits of the point in his place some other engCarnegie Foundation for the advance- ineer.
ment of teaching, and was adopted
It i3 alleged by those who are opunanimously under suspension of the posing Newell that he is not comperules. .The Carnegie Foundation Is tent to conduct a bureau of the govfor the purpose of pensioning retired ernment which Is expending upward
teachers of universities and colleges of $40,000,000 in construction of irthat are
In their char- rigation works, and it is further' chargacter. The faculty of the University ed that his administration throughof New Mexico at Albuquerque and out has been marked by friction with,
of the New Mexico College of Agri- people of the entire West. It is freeculture and Mechanic Arts, are the ly charged that money has been
only two institutions of learning In ruthlessly spent by the reclamation
the territory that would come under service in years past, and is still bethe provision of the Foundation.
ing so spent and many projects
Acting. Governor Nathan Jaffa an- are being built by v. private ennounced that he had signed Council terprise.
Those who are fighting
Bill No. 1 ,the Albuquerque National Newell declare that a more competent
Guard Armory deficiency
measure, engineer can readily be obtained to
carrying an appropriation of $13,080. fill this office, which pays a salary of
The committee on education report- $3,000 a year.
ed a substitute for House Bill No. 29,
For Bigger Homesteads.
by Davidson, an act repealing the act
The Senate adopted the conference"
making the town of Silver City a report on the Mondell-Smoo- t
bill perThe bill mitting the entry of
e
separate school district.
homepassed unanimously.
steads.
House Bill No. 101, by Baca, pro- Wants Road In Colorado.
offered an
Senator
Guggenheim
( Continued
On Pace Eight.)
amendment to the naval appropriation
bill providing $13,000 to build a road
from Las Animas, Colo., to the United States naval hospital near that
THE
place.
Carey Law Extended.
The Senate passed a bill which
previously had passed the House extending the provisions of the Carey
desert land law to Arizona and New
Mexico.
a bill previous. The Senate passed
ly passed in the House extending the
time for final entry of mineral claims
within the Shoshone Indian reservation, Wyoming, from three to five
:
T
years.
Embalmed In Committee.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 17. The
Mexico and Arizona statehood
New
SIXTY VILLAGES DESTROYED
bill which passed the house yesterday
was referred today by the Benate to
--

n

320-acr-

H
is

pie

From Persia to Porto Rico Temblors

Are Reported

territories after
committee
Loss of Life in Central Asia the
considerable maneuvering on the floor
on

Exceeds Five Thou,
sand.

of a
number of suggestions looking to the
passage of the bill at the present sea-sioThe committee will meet on
Friday to consider the bill but It la
not believed that it. will be reached
during the present session.

and the discussion, Informally,

n.

Teheran, Feb. ". News received
here today, shows that the violent
..... I.
, .
...
no
..l- t
e.uTiKiuiiKe recoraeu. on January
lo,
at almost every scientific observatory
in the world, had its location in the
IN
Province of Luristan, western Per COWBpY
sia. Sixty villages in this district
SERIOUS TROUBLE
were wholly or partially destroyed
and the resultant loss of life Is Suspected of Being One of Several
Mail Train Robbers Claims His
placed between 5,000 and 6,000.
Porto Rico Shaken Up.
Home in New Mexico.
San Juan, P. R., Feb. 17. A heavy
earthquake shock was felt throughDenver, Feb. 17. Suspected of beout the Island of Porto Rico at 3 this
ing one of the men who held up the
No damage has been re- Denver & Rio Grande
morning.
passenger
The vibrations train near Military Junction early
ported, however.
lasted at least twenty seconds and Saturday
morning,
Cooper Lyman,
the movement was from east to west. who claims he is a
cowboy and lives
The inhabitants were awakened by in New Mexico was arrested
today
the oscillations and their alarm was and is being held pending an investigreat. The weather today is very gation of his record. When searchstormy.
ed at the station Lyman was found
Asia Minor In Convulsions.
in possession of more than $1000. FurSmyrna, Feb. 17. The earthquake ther than to say he had earned and
shock was registered here at 5 o'clock saved the money, Lyman refused to
this morning but there was no local give any explanation.
He admitted
damage. Reports from Phoecea and that he had not worked for several
"
Menemen, where an earthquake last months.
month did great damage, say that a
arrested
resulted from his
Lyman's
dozen houses collapsed, but that there own talk. According to the police he
was no loss of life.
had been drinking considerably last
This information was conveyed In night and freely exhibited a
huge
belate dreporta to the government. roll of bills. When asked by the proThe survivors fake the report that prietor of a small theatre where ha
r
they lost practically all their herds. got the money, Lyman said:
and that about 100,000 cattle
"I'm a train robber. This is easy
money, so let's have a good time'

'
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Lost Green silk belt with silver
buckle. Return to Miss Shewell and
receive reward.
Insane Woman Taken to Las Vegas
City Marshal Nicolas Sena yesterday took Gertrude Montoya to Las
Vegas to place her In the territorial
asylum for the Insane.
Death of Healthseeker Mrs. J. C.
Brasier died at Albuquerque yesterday after three months' residence,
having come to the Duke City from
Alva, Oklahoma, to which place the
remains were shipped last evening.
A husband and son survive.
Mrs.
Brasier was 32 years of age.
Roast Beef Supper The Ladies'
Aid Society of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church will give one of
their popular roast beef suppers in
the basement of the church tomorrow evening from 5 to 7 o'clock.
Every one Is cordially invited to partake of the best meal to be obtained
in the city for thirty-fivcents.
Commissioners
Selected
Jury
The jury commissioners have been selected for Taos county for the purpose of selecting and making up a list
of names to be used when drawing for
juries. Tlie members of the commission are 'Squire Hart, Jr., of Ranchos
de Taos, Seledon Garcia of Penasco
and Antonio Maria Borrego of Ranchos de Taos.
Funeral of George Hill Howard
The funeral of Attorney George Hill
Howard, formerly of this city and U.
S. attorney .for the Pueblo Indians,
took place yesterday afternoon at AlThe Bar association was
buquerque.
well represented at the obsequies and
the floral tributes were many. Services were held at the Episcopal
church.
Three Suspects Arrested Charles
H. Lemien, Joseph Holik and James
B. Lansing were arrrested at Las
Vegas yesterday by Deputy Sheriff
Enrique Sena on the charge of being
train robber suspects who held up a
mail car four miles out of Denver
recently and for whose capture a reward of a thousand dollars has been
offered.
Hotel Project a Reality Dr. John
P. Wagner, who is backing the pro- -

Ladies Winter Wear
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Half Regular Price
Will Buy

SHOIT COATS
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lAlLORADE SUITS
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PETTICOTS
WAISTS.

MUST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

and as

and jewelry as ow as $10
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to or
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
On notes,

diamonds

Win. FARAH

Wh ej

$200.
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year.

are

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 1M.

San Francisco 6treet.

The largest and the only
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SPECIAL

BURNING ECZEMA

Started Like Ringworm

$2,65 per Box
Pie Fruit in

GaS

.

.

Cans

AT REDUCED PRICES
I

Winter Grocery

Co.

Telephone

No. 40.

CAUL AJID SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

and Then Humor
Spread to Arms, Legs and Face
It was Something Terrible,
Hand Swelled

"I

have used the Cuticura Remedies
for a very bad case of eczema with complete success. About fifteen or eighteen
years ago the disease developed in the
shape of a large pinhead on top of my
hand. It burned and itched so much
that I was compelled to show it to a doctor. He pronounced it ringworm, and
made very light of it. He gave me a
wash and told me to apply it before going to bed and all would be over in the
morning. But the next morning my
hand was all swollen up and I poulticed
it. When the doctor came to his office I
showed him the hand and to my surprise he told me that he had never experienced such a case in his practice and
said it was well I poulticed it. After
trying his different remedies the disease
increased and went up my arms and
finally to my thighs and legs generally
and finally on my face. The burning
was something terrible. After I had
tried this doctor, as I thought, long
enough, I went to another doctor who
had the reputation of being the best in
town. He told me it was a bad case of
eczema and that it would take quite a
while to cure it. His medicine checked
the advance of the disease but no further.
"I finally concluded to try the Cuticura Remedies. I bought a cake of
Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
and found relief in the first trial. I continued until I was completely free from
the disease and I have not been troubled
with another attack since. I still use
the Cuticura Ointment in my family as
it is one of the best remedies to heal a
gore or other injury rapidly. I can
freely and truthfully say that the Cuticura Remedies are the best so far as my
experience went with them and I am
still recommending them, feeling sure I
am not making a mistake. C. Burk-har- t,
236 W. Market St., Chambersburg,
Pa., Sept. 19, 1908."
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
ta
and Adults
Every Humor of Infants, Children
of Cuticura Bono (25c.) to Cleanse the Okln,
Cutito
IIe:il
Skin
the
and
Cuticura Ointment (50c.)
cura Resolvent (50c), (or In the form of Chocolate
CXatd Pills, 25c. per vial of (SO) to Purify the Blood.
Potter Unit: A Chem.
Bold throuehout the world

JEWELER
SB"

Corp., Hole Props., RoMon. Mass.
Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Dlseawi.

l
i

ra

Benzoin Witch Hazel
i

...

I

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

careful

All

women use

Li
WILL COMMENCE'

.

Woman who Buffer from

se-

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.

vere headaches, and all disea-e- s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.

A1W WILL CONTINUE DURING
THE BALANCE OP THE MONTH.

HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: IflndHer-bin-e

This important event reveals unusual bargains. In addition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
an unusually large assortment to select from.

the best liver corrective I

ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

friends."

- PRICE 80c.

'

PRICES THE LOWEST EVER

THE

QUOTED.

-

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

and Almond Cream Compound

FOR

.P 0 Box 36.

MO.

A

Phone 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

HOUSE

Sold and Recommended

HALF CENTURY

CITY.

J

by

FISCHER URUG COMPAN

IN THE

1

nosed new $35,000 hotel is hard at
work together with those interested,
for the purpose of maturing the necessary plans. It is the intention of
those behind the move, to give Santa
Fe something that it can well be
proud of and which will attract great
attention. The near future will In all
probability develop gratifying progress in the venture.
Gains
Possession
of
Valuable
Curio The other day a party brought
tq J. S. Candalario, the curio man on
San Francisco street, a spur that had
once been the property of and worn
by Maxmillan, one time emperor of
Mexico, The spur bears' the mono
gram of that famous ruler, over it a
crown and on each side a dragoon.
This insignia testifies as to the
of the spur as it is the same
insignia that appears on one side of
the Mexican dollar of that period. A
tablespoon
similarly marked with
Maximilian's
insignia and a silver
dollar wer also sold by the party to
Candilario who immediately recognized their great value as historical
gen-uine-

4

fist

EconomyinFuel
Appearance

air r.
Tight Heaters

(Continued On Page Eight.)

Engraved caras ae vthms una
Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing In need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and price.
wed-din-

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 145 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
LARGE QUANTITIES
and small quantities at prices
that make it worth youi while to

COLES

"THE ORIGINAL

COLES

Downdraf t

and only Absolutely
Air Tight

Magazine for
Hard Cold

Air Tight

The abeve cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the

market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone

Phone

No 14

No 14

HARDWARE

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior qaality, He
does not feel Ike buying it at the

same place again. We keep our
customers because they, know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in

good condition.

Sole A?enov',Foi- INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALTSbEDS

The only txoluaive grain house in Santa Fe N. M.

DIAMONDS

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requi
site of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
,
patronage.

C. W. Dtfcbow

COT:

For anything and everything appertaining to Printuag or Binding
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

purchase all.

LUMBER

NEVER GO OUT

THEY

Don't Miss It Manager Dettlebach
will present tonight at the opera
house
the
"Why
play called
Girls Leave Home," which was one of
the pronounced successes of last season. The play is one that goes with
a ring and a swing that makes the

ism.

S0

as a

ss

auditorium resound with laughter and
applause, yet at times it causes a
nerve racking.
The story, one of
frailty of the weaker sex and a man's
perfidy, is told according to the adage
that "truth is stranger than fiction."
The author has drawn from the facts
of one of the most sensational tragedies in recent years, in which, a
brother was accused of killing his sister because of her wilfulness. It Is
told with remarkable fidelity to details and Incidents, in a plain, everyday manner, devoid of claptrap,
mawkish sentiment, or sensational-

mm

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing

M.-u.inst-uii;o-

RIGHT

PRICES

I

FO HFPCFT
"-V-

H. V VONTZ

WATCHES

MEXICAN FILIGREE

RIGHT QOODf,
RIGHT SEKVICE

846

ai

i

Eyea Tatted

Fitted By

EWELER- Y-

nd
te

Method.

CUT Gl ASS, CHINA AND 8IVERWME.
an Franclaco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Elegant Preparation for
f i 1
Chapped Hands Face and i
Lips or roughness of skin.
loot's Pharmacy
Removed tan sunburns
makes the skin soft and only at
white. Excellent to use
i i i i
after shaving.
A

i

on Hand

PRESCRIPTIONS FAILED:
CUTICURA CURED HIM
KM

Plaza, Santa Fe.

OUR ANNUAL

relics.

100 Bars

Sail

Go.

e

SHIRTS

Stock

Incorporated 1903

$eligman Bros.

boy.

OF

:

Established 1856.

Change Location The Capital Coal
Company today started moving their
location to Guadalupe
and Montezuma avenues,
Birth of a Child Mr. and Mrs. IF.
Brockmeier of San Diego, Calif., who
have a number of Trlends In Sanla
Fe, rejoice over the birth of a baby

t
'

1909- -

EES

SOB

v

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17,

if

MM

m

m
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

11ME TABLE

Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.

Land

Office

FOR THE CREATION

ALLUDES

OF POOR FARMS

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Compiled According to Schedule of
Troins Now in Effect.

of the Interior.
at Santa Fe, N. M.

Department
U. S.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

19C9.

17,

1--

4

4

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,

Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos,

Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio,

N. M.;
N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

To weak and aillnir women, there Is at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
must lie combined. One is local, one li con jtltu-tona- l,
but both are important, both essential.
Dr. Shoop's Night Cure Is the Local.
In response to the general demand
Dr. Shoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
throughout the territory for some The f ormer-D- r. Shoop's Night Cure is a topical
system of systematic support of indi- - mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Kent persons, Hon. Antonio A. Galle-go- s Shoop's Eestonitive U wholly an Internal treat
ment. The Restorative reaches throughout the
of Villanueva,
San
Miguel entire
system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
folthe
introduced
county, yesterday
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
lowing bill:
The "Sight Cure", as its name Implies, does Its
An act entitled au act for the relief, work while you sleep. It soothes sore and infla.m
care and support of the poor, aged ed mucous surfaces, heuls local weaknesses and
and infirm, and authorizing the es- discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
gives renewed vigor and ambition,
tablishment of a poor farm in the excitement,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
counties of this territory.
strength, vigor, and energy. Tuko Dr. Shoop's
Be it enacted by the legislative as- - Restorative Tabletsor Liquid nsa general tonfo
senibly of the territory of New to the system. For positive local help, use as well

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2 :2j p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fo at 5:20 p. m.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No, 426. Etistbound, leaves Santa Fe
at 10:43 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound, arrives In Santa
Fe at 3:40 p. m.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
Serial No. 03537.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Casi-tnir- o
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 74S3, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of Intention to make final
proof,
Main Line via Lamy.
to establish claim to the land above
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
redescribed, before the register and
to Albuquerque to discharge passenceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
from Santa Fe.
gers
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.
a. m.,
Claimant names aa witnesses: No. 721 leaves Lamy at
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
Manuel Quintana,
Jesus Gutierrez,
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
Howe, N. M.
the east.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Weak Women

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

Introduced In the
House Yesterday By Representative Gallcgos of San Miguel.

No. 1.

Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 20
8:25 a. m.
No. 722..?.
4:20 p. ni.
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrives at Santa Fe.
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 D. m.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8,

PAGE THREE

N. M.

Timely Measure

Dec. 29. 1908.

Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Jnse Mures, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept. 17, 190(5, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07S12, No. 10047,
tor SE
NE
NV
SV
Lots
Section
IS, Township 14
North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final
Proof, to
establish claim to tire land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of March,

IE,

Mexico:
Section

,

1.

Poor persons

shall be

Dr.

relieved, cared for and supported by
the county of which they are inhabitants, as hereinafter provided.

;

Sec. 2. The aged, infirm, lame or
sick persons who are unable to sup- 1)01C memseives,
wtien there are no
other Persons required by law able to
mamuun mem, snan oe ueemea poor

l'ersons.
o

o

t.

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
nn'ij for cojloge or for business life. Great
of opon air work. Ilealthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the bfiautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea levnl, sunshine every day, but
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects,
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President: J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,

anount

--

; :

fori

J

Shoop's

A

Fllyan

For particulars and

Illustrated

catalogue

address.

uieht Ouro

COL.

JAi.

W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

7

STRIPLINGBURROWS

QJ0 CAUEJ8TE IJ0T SPRINGS.

snail ue ueeuieuJ ..,, smoiont cmmsp. rpnwivo thp
i0
an inhabitant within the meaning of erintendent or
n,atr0n and appoint
this act, who has not resided for the another to fill the
alkilln Hot Springs In the worte.
vacancy caused by These celebrated Hot Springs are
apace of twelve months next preced- such removal.
eated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters has
ing the time of any order being made
milec west of; been thoroughly tested by the mlrao
Sec. 13. This act shall be in full Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
respecting such person in any county, force and effect from and after its Taos, and fifty miles north of 8antalulous cures attested to In the follow-Ft- ,
or who shall have removed from an- passage, and all acts and
diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
and about twelve miles from Bar-linparts of acts
other county for the purpose of Im- in conflict herewith are hereby
anco Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
posing the burden of keeping such
Grande Railroad, from which point a .of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur- person on such county.
daily Une of stage runs to the springs. al Affections. Scrofula, Catarrh. La
Sec. 4. The boards of county comThe temperature cf these waters, is Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
missioners in each county on the BURGLAR ARRESTED
from 10 to 122 degrees. The gases are Coard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
knowledge of any member thereof, or
sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
on the information of any justice of
cry dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa!tr
the peace of said county, in which Taken to Denver Where He is Believ- round. Ther Is now a commodious ho- for Santa Fe train upon request. This
any person entitled to the benefits of
tel for the convenience of invalids and resort is attractivs at all seasons and
ed to Have Been the Ladr of a
Register.
the provisions of this act resides,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tourists. People suffering from Con- is open ail winter. Passengers for OJr
Bold Gang.
shall from time to time, and as often
No. 02050.
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave Santa Fe at I a. m.
"NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and as long a time as may be necesDepartment of the Interior,
Dnver, Colo., Feb. 17. la custody ous dissasss, are not accepted. These and reach Ojo Callen'.e at 4 p. m., thf
Not Coal Land.
U. S. Land Office,
sary, provide at the expense of the o Deputy Sheriff Henry Youngs, Jr., waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars tf'
Serial No. 08030.
?
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15. 1909,
county for the relief, care and sup-- Joe Hoffman, aged 20, believed by tlie line salts to the gallon, being the rich- - dress:
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Anas- - Vrt
such persons,
to be the leader of a bold gang
police
U. S. Land Office,
e
Sec- - - Tne hoards of county
tacio Trujlllo, on February 20, 1903,
o thieves who lust fall burglarized
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
homestead entry No. 7436, for missioners shall at all times use their a dozen tailor shops of this city, was
Taow Conntv. W. HI
Notice is hereby given that Paz E
of N. W. 4 of Section
34, discretion in granting relief, care and returned yesterday from Raton, ColRoybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on De- Township 14 N,
Range 9 E, M., has support to persons who may require fax county, New Mexico, whither he
cember 10, 1906. made Homestead en- filed notice of intention
to make final assistance under the provisions of fled on the night several other thieves
7
08030
No.
r
try Serial No.
to establish claim to tnls act, and shall at no time exceed were arrested. Hoffman admits comproof,
2
4
for W
NE
of
the land above described, before the tlie funds available for such purposes. plicity with J. Custer and Abe Cohen
nd S
of NW
of Sec- United States land office at
Santa Fe, I Sec. C. The boards of county com-N- . in the robbery of A. G. Douds' tailor
tion 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
M., on the 24th day of March, 1909. missioners of the several counties of shop, 23 Seventeenth street, and in
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of in
Claimant names as witnesses: Mar-- , this territory, shall have power when the burglary and robbery of Askin
tention to make final five-yeproof, garito Chavez, Galesteo, N. M.; Foliz'tney may deem it expedient, and for and Marine's tailor store, 1226 Fifto establish claim to the land above
Montoya, of Galesteo, N. M.; Andres the best interest of the county, to teenth street. The combined' hauls
described, before the register and re Pacheco, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Ejinio purchase or lease, or may purchase reached about $2,000, most of which
ceiver of the United States land of' Pacheco, of Santa
-- TO
and lease any quantity of land in was recovered by the police in I.
M.
N.
Fe,
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
MANUEL R. OTERO,
their respective counties not to ex- Stopeck's pawn shop in West Colfax.
day of March, 1909.
ceed one hundred and sixty acres, Hoffman is trying to pose as an acRegister.
Claimant ranies as witnesses: Ra
and they are hereby authorized and complice in the burglaries and claims
fael Montoya, Anacleto
Contreras,
to cause to be erected on that he merely acted the part of a spy
empowered
For
That
Terrible
Itching.
Martin Gonzales and Vincente Jimso
lands
the
purchased or leased, a to warn his confederates against the Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
their victims in perpetual torment. convenient and suitable building and approach of the police. The police
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The application
of Chamberlain's other necessary improvements for the are of the opinion that he was the
Register.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Salve will instantly allay this itching, relief care and support of the poor, brains of the gang and that he had a
and many cases have been cured by aged and lnm'm of sald county. and band in every one of the robberies.
the United States. Canada. Mexico
If you want anything on earth try its use. For sale
may leyy on tne taxable property of
Hoffman went to Raton six weeks Payable Throughout
by all druggists.
a New Mexican want "ad."
Cohen,
and aU'Foreign Countries.
Threatening feverishness with chil- - their respective counties such sum ago, on the night Custer,
be sufficient to pay the
dren is quickly and safely calmed by as
Stopeck and three others who took
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
These little Candy Cold cnase money and defray the neces-Cur- e minor parts in the wholesale robber
a
In
Tablets should always be at sary expenses of maintaining the ies were arrested. He worked
hand for promptness is
same, not to exceed three mills on pawn shop in Raton under his own
Preventics contain no quinine, nothing the hundred dollars of such taxable name, obtaining his position on letters which he had from Chicago..
harsh or sickening. They are indeed, property.
THE
With the arrest of Hoffman the po"the stitch in time." Carried in j Sec. 7. The said lands, building
one
pocket, or purse, Preventics are a ' and other necessary improvements, lice believe they have cleaned up
which
thieves
be
shall
of
in
for
this
act,
the
boldest
rrovided
of
gangs
genuine safeguard against Colds. 25c.
known as the "County Poor Farm."
ever frequented Denver.
Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
Sec. 8. Whenever a poor farm is
mm
in any county as herein CADETS AT THE
Herewith are some bargains offered established
TAFT INAUGURATION
board of county
the
provided,
comby the New Mexican Printing
Has been established eighteen years, o It has seven
to ap
shall
have
power
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
17.
Agricultural College, N. M., Feb.
Tprrifnnv nf Mow MoyIm 1 Q07 aVioan point a competent and reliable person
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
and the poor
have been received from
the
Letters
same,
"uperlntend
to,
bound, $l; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructwho may be kept thereat, and to al Brigadier General John A. Johnston,
Pleading forms, $3; Missouri Code low such
Paa
reasonable Chief of Staff of the Inaugural
superintendent
For all Coughs and Colds.
$0;
the two for $10.
ors, especially educated and trained for their respecPleadings,
for his services, not to rade, Washington, D. C, extending an
compensation
to
in
both
and
New
children
of
Mexico
Laws
Code,
Adapted
Diarrhoea,
of
doltive departments. Its students a reTye&rly increasing
six hundred
invitation to the cadet battalion
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, exceed the sum of
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
of
AgriculMexico
New
lars per annum, payable quarterly, the
College
in numbers.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
Stomach Complaints.
and hia necessary subsistence; and ture and Mechanic Arts to participate
full
leather
$3."
Sheriff's
Flexible
There is no more efficient
March
reliable
in the Taft Inaugural Parade,
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; to appoint a competent and
College of Letters and
Liniment and Medicated Oil
states
two or more books, $1 each. New person as matron of such poor farm, 4th, 11)09. The correspondence
Sciences, Engineering,
a cost not to exceed three hunthan the INTERNATIONAL.
further that the cadet military or
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports,. Nos. at
-a
united
in
dred dollars per annum, payable ganizations will be
Education, Preparatory
3 and 10 inclusive" $3.30 each. CompilDivi
ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compil- quarterly, and necessary subsistence; brisrade of the Military Grand
Cpmmercial.
shall sion, according to the precedent of the
ation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's and no other person or persons
be allowed subsistence at said poor last inaugural parade, which met with
These remedies can be found
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
farm except as herein provided.
very great favor from all who were
For Sale by all Druggists and
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
Sec. 9. Such' superintendent and fortunate enough to see it. The ca
Dealers in Medicine
matron shall reside at said poor farm, det battalion received many words of
The Normandie Hole!, Santa
Fe' shall devote their entire time to the praise from General J. Franklin Bell
at reasonable rates
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un management and supervision of the at the Irrigation Congress In Albu
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
der the management of Hugh F. Du same, and shall have power to cause querque last fall, and this is probably
Val. Extensive improvements are be
Compounded Solely, Hy
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
persons kept at such poor farm, who responsible for the invitation to join
ing made, the cuisine materially im- are able to do useful labor, to per- in the Inaugural Parade.
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
proved and the new landlord propose, form the same by reasonable and huThe work of beautifying the cam
OF NEW MEXICO.
to make the Normandie the best mod mane means.
pus is progressing rapidly. Lines of
erate priced hotel in the territory
Sec. 10. The board of county com- trees have been laid out, grading Is
New Mexico
Central
Give this hotel & try.
missioners shall have power to make in progress, and the old Boys' Club
all necessary and proper rules and buildings are being torn down and
regulations for the support and man- moved away. The new water system
agement of the poor kept at such is nearly finished and will be In use
627 wan Francltc Strtafc
the within a few weeks.
poor farm, and for supplying
same with the necessary raw materials, to be converted by their labor Save Money By Buying Chamber
OF
lain's Cough Remedy.
into articles of use, and for disposing
I A IV A ft
You will pay just as much for a botof the products of such labor and apto
the
supof
Remedy
thereof
tle
Chamberlain's
the
Cough
plying
proceeds
port of the institution, and shall fur- as for any of the other cough mediBlankets, Baikati, Wax, Feather andLlnen 'Drawn Werk,
nish the same with the necessary sup- cines, but you save money in buying
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Opals, Turquoise, Gamete and Other Game .
plies, tools and implements to prop- it The saving is in what you get,
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Beet of Everything In Our Lin.
erly conduct, maintain and support not what you pay. The
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
said institution on a substantial and
quality is in every bottle of this
economical basis.
remedy, and you get good results
for practical life under modem conditions. Complete
Sec. 11. The sum levied upon the when you take it. Neglected colds ofproperty of the county by virtue of ten develop serious conditions, and
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
the provisions of this act, shall be when you buy a cough medicine you
levied and collected in the same man- want to be sure you are setting one
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Econer that other county taxes are lev- that will cure your cold. Chambernomics. Also short courses' in Practical Mechanics and Agricul
ied and collected under the law, and lain's Cough Remedy always cures.
collector Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For
the treasurer and
ture, courses ..in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
such
funds
separate and sale by all druggists.
shall keep
other
from
funds, and
county
apart
course.' Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
the .same shall be known as the
Engraved cards devised and wedbe
shall
and
invitations a specialty at the
paid
fund,"
farm
ding
"poor
for self support.
out as other county funds are now New Mexican Printing office. Any
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.
paid out under the law when the one standing in need of such will do
claims against the same are duly well to call at this office and examine
itemized and authenticated by the samples, style of work and prices.
4
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lo-je- it

10-1-
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!
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2

10,-36-

1--
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

corn-mad-

OioCIUnt.

1--

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

five-yea-

1--

4

General Express forwarders
V

All

Parts of the World.

'

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

GET TO. USING

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

They

Are The

Best

VE SCHOOLS

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

UN XV ERSITY

y

Hi

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

Indian

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

in

mm

iirios

A

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

o

120 San Francisco St.

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N.'Mex.

superintendent.
It you wan: anything oa earth
Sec. 12. The board of county com-missioners may, at any time, for good a New Mexican want "ad."
1

Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

try
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE

PRINT INQ COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,

NEW MEXICAN

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

t.

Secretary-Treasurer-

Entered as Second Class Matter

.

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
montus, by mail

Daily, six

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier..,. .75
65
i)aily, per month, by mail
7. CO
Dally, per year, by mail...,

M-7-

1. 00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

tha oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is pent to
circulation
tvery postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
Southwest.
of
the
mong the intelligent and progressive people
The New Mexican is

(UNION

NEW MEXICO'S FLORA.

THE PAY OF LEGISLATORS.
A member of the legislative Coun-

To

the botanist, the variety

of flora

3,-0-

semi-trop--

Professional Cards

The benefits to he
city government.
conferred are mutual, for those outside will receive the advantages of
police and fire protection and the
municibenefits of a
pal government, while the city will
aildl to its assessed valuation and
what is the point especially to be attained at present, a creditable showing in the census returns next year.
It is a detriment to the territory that
the census of 1900 did not show a
single town in New Mexico with
inhabitants, and only two towns
with more than 5,000. The appear
ance of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las
Vegas, Roswell, Raton and other New
Mexico towns in al! statistical and
geographical publications as villages
has created a general impression that
New Mexico is in the main a bucolic
bailiwick, a territory without the advantages of city life or city enterprise.
This can be remedied in the census
of next year if the people of the
communities which really form one
whole, would unite under one municipal government, and thus secure an
enumeration that would place their
town way ahead of the rank it would
otherwise occupy.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

10.-00- 0

"
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law-make-

short-sighte- d

n
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

Attorney-at-Law- .

New Mexico
Santa Fe
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
and

General

Surveyor

U.

S.

Land

Offices.
-

Las Cruces

-

-

New Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the Inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davles,

A. B. Renehan,

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

FEBRUARY

1909.

17,

Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found

Man

at Last.

"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persist
ent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights,' writes Will J. Hay
nef, editor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
in an appearance and my wife, acting
on the suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was Indeed
After three doses the
marvelous.
cough entirely disappeared and has
Thi
not manifested itself since."
remedy Is for sale by all druggists.
The New Mexican Prwttmg company-Iprepared to furnish cards de vite
or ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice In first class style at reasonable'
irices, either engraved or printed.
Call at the New Mexican Printlngcom- -

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business
spe- cialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
-

Las Cruces

New Mexico

B. THOMPSON,

MARK

'

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney Eighth District,

Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

New Mexico

Socorro

L. O. FULLEN,

....

Attorney Ninth District.
Office over First National Bank.
New Mexico
Roswell
WILLIAM McKEAN,

District

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
-

Las Vegas

New Mexico

-

TrE

FIRST

C. MECHEM,

BA9I

pTIOfJAL
OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Establlehed In 1878
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President'

ALFRED

..vKXrW--:-

Cashier'"

Surplus and

I50,00.

Capital Stocks

H. BRODHEAD,

-

undivided

:

Profits, 1(3,501.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loan
and
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

4

col-latf-- al

security. Buys and sells bonds and

stocks

Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

Attorney-at-Law- .

In all

markets for

foreign exchange

and

.nakes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes ah orders ov Its patrons In he banking line, and alma t
xtend to thrm as libir.l treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public l, respectfu'ly solicited. ;

Attorney-at-Law- .

Tucumcari
NORTHCUTT

Jesse

G.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

New Mexico
&

ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE B. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Lincoln County

-

THE PALACE J(PTE
's
WILLIAM
J"

w?

VAUGHN, Propf.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
misine ana iadio service unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers;

Santa Fe, New Mexico

-

Washington Avenue

CATRON & GORTNER,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

e

,

WEDNESDAY,

Whatever other towns in the South-- '
west may desire to do, Santa Fe wants
to' expand its city limits so as to include within them, all those who live
in the town and yet not under its

at least
upon the first thought that the territory is in the arid belt. Of course,
after considering the fact that elevations in the territory range from
to 14,000 feet and that the humidity and preciptation are by no means
the same in different parts of the territory, that twenty miles may make a
difference from 9 inches a year precipitation to 45 inches, then it does
account. Says "Case and Comment" not seem so extraordinary that within
There is a growing sentiment in
New Mexico are found the
ill its February number:
favor of printing the Revised Laws
zone of 1909, and that as
"Changed condit ions and increased ical as well as the temperate
speedily as it
of
be
flora
the
can
done.
The
from
laws
it
that
Territorial
salranges
flora,
expenses of living have made the
will
not
in
be
the
and
abrogated
re
to
of
the
that
the
alpine
plains
aries paid to members of the legislamain will be in force for many years
ultra-ariof
of
most,
from
the
that
tures of. some, and probably
gions, and
In the zone to that of high humidity. The" under a state government. It is true,
states entirely inadequate.
that the change in the nature and
great state of New York the salary University of New Mexico at Albu classification of the courts, will make
paid to a member of the legislature
issued a bulletin en- considerable change iii( procedure,
is just about sufficient, though not al- querque recently
exof
"Manual
the More Common yet, the salient points even of the
titled
ways so, to pay his legitimate
civil and criminal procedure will rePlants Growing Without main what
penses in attendance on his official Flowering
they are now and whatduties. The work of the legislature cultivation in Bernalillo county, New ever
are necessary are likechanges
a
for
long
requires his presence
Bernalillo is ly to be made with the territorial
and
Mexico,"
although
enough time to impair very seriously
laws as a basis. It would be well to
his earning capacity in many lines of the smallest of New Mexico counties
their revision into actual use unput
Even if he were willing and the bulletin lays no claim to com- til statehood is
business.
attained, so that in
to work for nothing for that period, pleteness, a very large number of va- the course of actual test in the courts
inserious
a
his absence often works
enumerated the weak points would be discoveris not rieties of wild flowers are
jury to his business which it
ed and thus the way be paved for
distincthem
of
some
and
classified,
easy to repair. It may be justly said,
As has been demonimprovement.
without any reflection on the charac tive of the mesas around Albuquerthe publication of the Revisstrated,
are
ter of our legislators, that there
que, and others more general in oc- ion would not only be profitable to
aftwo classes of men only who can
currence.
The volume Is a valuable the territory in a financial way, but
ford to be members of the legislature, contribution to the
study of local bot- it would also save considerable to
n
consists of those men who are
J. R. those who are now compelled to purrich enough so that they do not need any, and the author, Professor
chase the volume of the Revised Laws
to earn anything by their personal Watson, A. M., is deserving of much of 1897, and a copy of the laws of
service. The second class consists of credit for his painstaking labor.
every session of the legislature as
those men who expect to get paid for
sembly since 1897.
their time and services in the iegis
but
It is rather a unique,
highly
but
lature, not from their salaries,
It is only right, than in the distribuThomas
Hon.
that
honorable
incidental
"plums,"
position
fiom speculation,
tion
of public offices, next to fitness,
the
to
known
B. Catron ocupies in the legislative
or other sources not
some consideration should be paid to
do
men
go
and
poor
of his long legis the
public. Honest
to council. By reason
loyalty to party principles of the
to the legislatures, but they have
in
and applicant tor position. It is not custom
lative
Congress
exper'ence
of
their
sacrifice
a
serve the state at
dis- Assembly, he is regarded as the Nes- ary for the dominant party to reward
own time and business. In many
will
sent
and the wheels those who have been unfaithful,
tor of the
tricts men who ought to be
those who have been treacherous or
as
themselves
offer
not go, much less
of the routine of business stop when
candidates: The state should be ever he lifts his little finger or has those who fought openly against
party success. If the party is deserv
ashamed to ask men fit for the legis- to
go into the cloak room to fumble a ing of the name it has sufficient loyal
their
but
for
nothing
work
to
lature
sense draft of a hill out of his overcoat adherents who are fitted to hold ofexpenses; and it should have
cannot
get pocket. Despite a certain brusque- - fice, whose integrity and sincerity ia
it
that
enough to know
above question, and who are deserva
such
service
by
ness he is much beloved and his adproper
of
ing of any honor that may be be
trend
The
and niggardly policy.
vice is not only eagerly sought, but stowed upon them, or equal to any
toward
is
unmistakably
public affairs
but generally heeded. Mr. Catron com- task that office bearing may mean. It
a higher grade of official service;
the
bines in himself every element of is putting loyalty at a discount to re
to
better
grade
little can be done
ward those who have been disloyal,
state
the
until
service
of legislative
leadership and as to his braininess,
is
a premium upon party
and
enough,
h just enough, enlightened reason-utl- even his bitterest opponents agree rebellionplacing
to elevate to
and
to
apostasy
pay
sind sensible enough
with his admirers that he possesses official honors those who have
fought
salaries for it."
enough gray matter to equip half a party organization and party princi
dozen ordinary men. Santa Fe is for- pies. While men do not adhere to
THE POOR.
tunate in being thus represented for party and fight for principle for the
The Gallegos Bill to enable counties he is a loyal enthusiast whenever it loaves and fishes, they are human
care
to create poor farms and to take
comes to any matter benefiting his enough not to relish it when the reintroduced
residents,
of their indigent
he is also broad ward which should be theirs, goes to
in home town, but
in the House yesterday, is a step
wider view that the skulkers or the enemy.
to
take
the
enough
The bill may
the right direction.
horizon
to' a parmore does not limit its
need some trimming and a few
town or section, but that has
ticular
San Juan county manages to get
safeguards, but in principle it is right,
always in sight the effect of any pro along with two saloons; Artesia has
ademake
should
for each county
measure upon the people of survived the closing of its saloons;
care of its posed
as a whole.
quate provision for the
commonwealth
the
Roswell has' reduced those within its
care, of
paupers. The territory takes
herders to four and Portales is about
dumb and
deaf,
the
of
the insane,
The impression is general that New to banish the saloons from its bord
blind children, and of the moral
Mexico
has too many territorial in- ers. Lesser communities in the lower
fall
vert and to the county should
stitutions. Yet, it would be unwise Pecos Valley are practically "dry,"
ih 'tak of caring for the helpless under present conditions to close or
no
and, under a territorial statute the
noor. It is a responsibly that
consolidate any of them. If the Ter- saloon has ben banished from all
ana
to
shirk
community ought
ritory managed to support them, in communities of less than one hun
east-erdifficult to find a county in the
the
past, and they all are of incalmnaDitants.
jrrom tnis it apstates or in the Middle West that culable benefit to the commonwealth, dred
that
pears
places already
or
incorporated
poor
farm
is able to do so, after
does not have its poor
then
the privileges of local option
enjoy
a philan- two it certainly
from
not
only
But
house.
years of phenomenal growth not and that county authorities may do
the humane
thropic standpoint, from is the crea- only in population but also in wealth. much to regulate or suppress the sa
The assessment for taxation this year loon if
obligations of mankind,
but also
they so desire. While the New
tion of poor farms demanded,
will be almost fifty per cent greater Mexican
material
hopes that the "Local Option"
of
is
it
that
from the fact
than it was two years ago. However, Law" will be enacted and would
pre
to possess
advantage to a community to care for not only in the interests of economy, fer outright Prohibition to this,
it
yet
unable
each instituthe care of those
is not convinced that the territory
for but also to strengthen
to
well
provide
it
is
the Indigent,
tion in its legitimate field of endeav- will
go to the dogs or will fall into
to care ol
the care of those unable
or, a thorough investigation of the
if it does not act on the
disrepute,
haphazard
Under
the,
themselves.
courses of study at each school, and
moment in passing the
the
of
in
every
methods of charity practiced
institutions spur
in what manner these
demanded
legislation
great
temperance
not
only
is
there
or serve
'
from various sides. It is a question
bear duplicate each .other's work
unequal
the
and
of
money
waste
only as local schools for girls and that should be well considered and in
of burdens by a lew man actual boys not yet of collegiate attainments whic.'i
' ing
the voice of the people should
also.
be borne hy the many, but
and age, would be well. Every in- have
indifinal say.
'he
the
pauperization tor not only the lazy stitution should be" granted as much
thriftless,
for its support as it had two years
gent but also the
of the
By enacting the Taft County Bill,
the cunning, take advantage o
ago, if possible more or even as much
!ack of system, the absence free, as it desires, but it should be under- the legislature may escape the great
ttmoose upon those charitably
stood that whatever public funds are er evils of proposed dismemberment
pauinclined New Mexico has its best granted are for the particular pur- of eastern counties, for Taft county
the
a
little
corner
was takes
only
pers and it must considerti,om
and poses for which the institution
care
and
i
of
four
older
from
each
counties,
maintained.
created
and
is
of
taking
way
being
will comprise those communities that
should do It now.
It will be a step forward when the find it a real hardship to reach the
President
district
system of rural county seats to which they now owe
present
New Mexico hopes that
There is also a certain
is
school
up
card
management
replaced by a allegiance.
a
trump
Roosevelt is holding
in
will
naming the first new
statehood
that
advantage
responscounty system
place
his sleeve that will bring
of the present territorial ad
some
in
in
county
central
that
outlook
ibility
authority
despite the discouraging
that would exercise the needed supervis- ministration, in honor of that stal
the' U. S. Senate. If he plays senion and would possess the yeal to wart figure in the National life, the
a
furnish
rard, it will not only sensational adof
a
help the rural schools attain the next President of the United States
wind-usational
do
set by the public schools It ia only two weeks to his inaugura
standard
also
ministration, but it would
If ever centralization of tion and "Taft County" miglt be
in
which
cities.
territories
poetic justice to the
r
admir-egovernment ia needed it is in the rural sort of an. inauguration present to the
are among the most ardent
President-to-beof New Mexco.
schools
of the President's strenuoslty.
of New Mexico is astounding,

bitterly yesterday that
his faithful attendance to his legislative business is seriously hurting his
private business at home. It is only
too true that New Mexico legislators
receive most inadequate pay for the
sixty days' service they must give
the commonwealth, and that often the
men best fitted for legislative duties
ran not be persuaded to accept the
nomination for the legislature on that
cil complained

M.

Counsellors-at-Law-

.

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN':

Catron Block.
New Mexico

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

and
Conveyancer.
, LOANS AND KEAL ESTATE.
UOrrespOBuems asuiug luiuimauuu
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered.
New Mexico
Texico

....

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
IT. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Las Cruces . New Mexico
Eastern and local bank references.
V

CONY T. BROWN,
I!
Mining Engineer.
v
Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School Of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

HOTEL
J.E. LACOME
Proprietor
Postal Telegraph Office

Long Distance Telephone Statics.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One,
OSTEOPATHY.
'

DR. CHARLES

FRE6H

A. WHEELON

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
$o charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.

,

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print-

ing Company.
Santa Fe

New Mexico

Herewith are some uargams oEered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil I'rocedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Iaws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $ .25;
3; Sheriff's i Flexible
full leather,
Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25;
Cojer
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nob.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.80 each; Compil
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c; Compil
geet of New Mexico Reports, full
Laws, 60c; Money's
$6.60; full list school blanks.

tfcm Mining

f f you want anything on earth try
a

sw Mexican want "ad."

Commodious Sample Rotm

f

THE BUTTON WE

FIRST CLASS' CAPE
IN CONNECTION
DO

THE REST,

Runs on the European Plan!

IHf CORONADO HOIIi
IGJLupeHerrera, Prop,

,

FIRST

L-LAoa

n no i humhii

l ira

j

vumMCv

i

iuh

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.
RATES SOo. Up- -

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES
We Make

a

a ART PICTURES

TAMAIM

OEVELOPING'PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

Specialty ol
Mail orders given prompt attention.

Send lor Catalogue,

'
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
$10 8. Broadway, Lai Angela

Calif

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

17,

THE SANTA FE NEW; MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

1909.

C. H. BOWLDS, Cashier
P. F. KNIGHT, Asst. Cashier.

H. S. REED, Pres'dent,
N. A. PERRY, Vice President

Capital Stock
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CLEARING SALE

PERSONAL MENTION

OP WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price will buy
E. W. Fisher of Cimarron was Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Hats, Caps, Baby Bonnets etc.
among yesterday's arrivals.
No-ga-

l,

f

MUST HE SOLD

STOCK"

and Mrs. II. T. Herman of
Lincoln county, are visitors in
Santa Fe.
Dr. I. D. Perkins of Denver was in
the city yesterday .and "was the guest
of Dr. J. A. Masale.
E. E. Vanllorn, Territorial Cattle
for
Inspector, left this afternoon
Lnmy ou official business.
Sheriff T. P. Talle, the youthful
Bheriff of McKlnley county, left last
evening for his home at Gallup.
P. B. Tailey is here from Denver
looking after investments in mines
and lands. He is at the Claire.
A. Vandervant, a wool buyer of.
Albuquerque, Is stopping at the Claire.
He is here in the interest of his busMr.

$50,000.

M.

SPECIAL

Half Car of Assorted

A

MISS A, MUGLEIl.
Southeast corner Plaza.

AATTrrmnr atti
nt)
UTH2liUlIliVVJlIlJ!i

of the state and territorial superintendents of schools with Commisj sioner
Ellsworth Brown of tho bureau of education of the department
of education, and of thc
of the national commission on
country life.
Land Commissioner R. F. Ervien
who was to have returned yesterday
from an official trip to Clayton and
Roy, telegraphed today that he was
delayed by a. storm and would not
arrive until tonight.

Another of those'Big Catches
such as we made a year ago

j
i

BANK

STATES

UNITED

I

AID

TRUST GO.

j

to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
-

We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.
YOUR

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

DIRECTORS
N. A. PERRY

N. B. LAUGLING

C. H. BOWLDS

A.J.GREEN

H. S. REED

R. H. HANNA.

PICTURE"

ii jt

ii

ii

iness.
Rev. A. Castanie, parish priest of
the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe, was a passenger for Las Vegas
yesterday.
Louis Turner is here from AlbuquerW
que. He is a prominent wool dealer
and is looking after the interests of F.

0.

K.

BARBER

1HENITM

ii

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS
AND AXMINSTERS
CALL AND SEE THEM

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

M.

Phone lOJ

AND UNDERTAKERS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life

Assurance

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico
Catron Block

N. M.

pring Novel ties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists :: :
RECEIVED4- -

JUST

GREAT SLAUGHTER
UNTIL
CLOSE

Ladie's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.

OUT

WIlX BE

8 ADOLF

SOLD BELOW COST

SELIGMAN

AN ASSORTMENT.

'i

i

ii

"

PLEASE
CALL
AND

CONVINCE
YOURSELF

DRY GOODS CO.

the original and only per
bookcase
made. The doors are

feet-sectio-

non-bind'n- g,

dust-proof-

,,

oper-

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out
of order.

Bases furnished
ilh or without drawers.
Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 105
y the New Mexican
Printing Company, Local
agents. Santa FE, N. M.

Syl-vani-

-'

.28
.23
.53
.31
.12
.14

coat, white lined

pittance.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

Clearing gale

ft

WALNUTS

g

WE MUST

ft

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OF OUR GOODS AT OXCE

ft.

ft

ft

the room for new Good that are coming in
In order to do this we are announcing a clean cut
reduction of 33
cents on the dollar.
The prices that we have been making are already
ridiculously low but we mean to make a clean up

ft
ft
ft

ft

and we advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
we advertise a bargaia that we mean just what vu
say.

ft

rrw

ft

Makers

Pries

mI he Racket Stor
1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

The
Price
Makers

E

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

X

X

C.

A.

X

X

BISHOPi

EVAPORATED
PEACHES,

IF YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCOTTAGE, CALL
-:
ON US

PEARS,

N

APPRIC0TS

-:

PLUMS

We Also Have

TABLE RAISINS

-:

Several Business Properties

For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

SEEDED RAISINS

:

"

"

and

CURRANTS

y

I

LIVERY STABLE

C

I T R

O N

3

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES, HACKS.

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

i

CALL UP 'PHONE

SWEET CIDER
H.

S.

'MS it

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

HE II CO.
i

ft

ft
ft

3

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

New Figs

ft

We need

ft

O. C. WATSON

1908 CROP

ft

BOYS SUITS

ft

ALMONDS

ft

For the Next Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used on the Prices of our

ft

and

cepted.

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark will leave this week
for Chicago to attend four educational meetings next week, the most
Important being .that of the department of Superintendence of the Na
tional Educational Association; that

3

M

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

j

"Elastic" Bookcan

.7!l
.')!)

ft

1908 CROP

A. G. Pollock, special U. S. attorney
to prosecute violators of the law prohibiting the sale of intoxicants to the
Indians, went to Albuquerque yesterday where he met W. S. Lowe, also
connected with the Indian bureau.
Together they left today for Needles,
Calif., to visit the Indian reservations
in that part of the Southwest.
f: J. S. Candelario, the curio man, is
back at his place of business after
an extended visit to New Mexico,
where he went with his brother-in- law in search of new curios and Mex
ican goods. He visited the following
places, having a most delightful and
successful trip: Guadalupe, City of,
Mexico, San Juan de Rio, Queretera,
Leon, Silio, Tamplco, Iraputa, Guadalajara, Aguas t Calientes, Chihuahua
and Juarez. Hon. William J. Mills, chief justice
of the territory of New Mexico, at
present working for statehood at the
national capital, and Hon. Frank W.
Parker, judge of the supreme court,
will visit iSylvanite at an early date
to Inspect the mines of the district.
While in the camp the distinguished
visitors will be the guests of the
board of trade, which organization recently tendered these gentlemen an invitation which ha9 been ac-

.2(5

Many dozen additional pieces and kind at equally ridiculous prices. Tables piiled full, their are yours for the

ft

ENGLISH

.41
.22

1 1

qt. handle stew pans,

ft

veterinary sur
of the
chief
and
geon
inspector
Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture, left today on a

.2(3

Large granite dippers, perfect ware

ft

Dr. T. A. McCarthy,

.21
.30
.37

II
"
.t
Double lice boilers, white lined, large size
Blue Diamond tea steepers, full white lined
Large white lined 3Jcoat, wash basins
10 qt.
preserving kettle', white lined
4 qt. Venetian enameled, handled stew
pans
1

HIE

H.S.

portant legal matters,
J. H. Sargent and wife and Mrs. M,
Sargent, mother of Territorial Aud
itor W. G. Sargent and J. H. Sargent,
returned this noon from a lengthy
visit to Mexico. They will be guests
of Territorial Auditor and Mrs. Sargent at their home on Don Gaspar

New Mexico. He will be gone on official business and makes the trip
overland, going as far as the Colorado

SUCH AS

GRANITEWARE.

21

Change of Program

ten days' trip throughout northern

;

COME EARLY TO GET

Better Than the
THAT'S ALL

j

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

YOU EVER PAID FOR

Greater Than the

avenue.

FROM
NOW

WEEKS,

White lined seamless coffee pots
3 qt. white lined, enameled
tea pots
Hygienic, full granite sink strainer,
4 qt, White lined, 3
coats, milk pans
5 qt. White lined enameled
mixing bowls,
"
14 "
ii
"
u
"
"
1" "
"
dish pans

"Why Girls
Leave 1
Home

i

EVERYTHING

THE LOWEST PRICE

Show

Denver Colorado.

A M, BERGERE,

WILL CONTINUE TWO

1

ly very ill, has gone to Fay wood
Springs, Grant County.
R. G. Munn, representing one of
the largest moving picture film houses in the country, Is slopping at the
Claire. He is from Denver.
Rear Admiral Garst, on the retired
A. M. DETTELBACH.
list, is a patient at St. Mary's hospital at RoswelL His nephew, Perry
G. Kennard of Denver is with him.
A. S. Peck, A. C. Ringland and E. Wednesday Evg, Feb. 17 '09
E. Carter, connected with the forestry division at Albuquerque, are at
E. J. CARPENTER
Silver City on forest reserve business.
Edward F. Howes, a prominent catPresents the Big Eastern
tleman of Alamosa, Colo., Is here on
Success
He states that cattle this
business.
year have wintered remarkably well
Hon. Willard S. Strickler,
and cashier of the Bank of
Commerce at Albuquerque, haa gone
on a two weeks' trip to Los Angeles,
Calif.
B. F. Pankey, the well known and
prosperous ranch owner on the Eaton
Grant, south of Lamy, is in the city
and is making his headquarters at the
Admission
50c Too $1.00
Claire.
Reserved Saats at
E. A. Cahoon, J. F. Hinkle, J. P.
Church and J. P. White of Roswell, STRIPLING, BURROWS &CO.
are home from a twenty-fiv- e
days'
trip to Panama and Central American ports.
C. W. Brandenburg of Denver, is at
the Claire. He is representing a
large athletic goods concern and is
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
seeking to interest the sporting element of Santa Fe.
The "Why Girls Leave Home" company which plays at the opera house
tonight, arrived in Santa Fe shortly I
before noon today. The company is
best
stopping at the Corohado.
W. W. Smith, B. H. Newle and H.
A. Laugherty, all of Las Vegas, are
in the city, surveying and laying out
the site for the new Santa Fe depot.
All are domiciled at the Claire.
'
Every
President W. E. Garrison, of the
MONDAY and THURSDAY'
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts arrived this fore10 cents
noon from Mesilla park on legislative Admission
cents
"20
Seats
Reserved
business. He will leave this evening
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
on a visit to Chicago.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.
A. B. Renehan, the well known barrister of Santa Fe will leave tomorrow for Los Angels, Portland and
He will be gone for two
Seattle.
weeks. The purpose of the trip is to
see Mrs. Renehan and attend to im-

HOUSE

SALE NOW ON AND

QUALITY, TO GO AT

j

harbors In elmrKC ('allam'
Berger, editor of the All firstncliiss
trm i at ij. K. Barber Sbop.
Belen Tribune, who Las been recent- give us
24 7 San Francisco .Street
AVllliam

OPERA

The Colorado

SHOP

FIVE CHAIRS
TH-- T.
W. Roberts, E H Baca
S. Rivera, Al G. Slaughter

and W. M. Perry

that business.

OF HIGHEST

HERE ARE SOME OF THE VALUES OFFERED
1
qt, White Lined enameled milk pails
,20c
"
2 "
i
ii
ii
"
.30
1 "
white lined
.11
Puddingjmns
H
"
6 "
"
ii
.27
'
"
2
.14

OPERA HOUSE

REPAIRED

H3J3E FURNISHERS

GOODS

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

SPECIAL

ft

T

JSBIIL

READ DOWN

NOl
25

pm

6

6 39
7 09
7 28
8 10

pm
pm

65am

7
11 46 ft

8

m

00am

63

tv

99
13

pm

6

"

6,250
6,175

2 22
1 55

pm

12 25
11 55
35
10 45

p in
n in

6,125
6,210
6,295
6,475
12 49
10 40 pm
8 59am

"
I.v.
Ar,
Lv.

Hittm--

ToiTaiu-Ton-aiic-

Kansas Uity

am

"

St. IiOiiN
(Hilcano

"

1130

pm
115pm

"

KlPaso

20pm

05 p ill
3 05 p m
4

p in

6,140

",

Proftreso

Lv,
Ar.
"
"
Ar.

a in

00 a in
05
80 a ni
50 p in

7,000
6,050

ft

KSTANCIA
Wtlliiucl

Ar.

116
2
7
7
6
6

Stauloy
Mclntosb

NO. 2

Ar.
"
"

Moriai-t-

"
"
"

80
92

pm
pm

8 48pm
9 80 pm

61

"

'

Ke

Kmim-d-

"

52

14pm
40pm
0fipm

Santa

Lv.
"
"

0
22
41

pm

Altitude

STATIONS

MILKS

Hlipin
4 85
6
5

U

a 111
a in
am

10 50
10 40
10 02 p m
9 00
6 20 pm

am
pm

Tickets to all parts of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive
gency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable information to travelers,
free upon application.
cast freight servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.

J. P LYNG.
FREIGHT

CITY

PASSENGER AGENT.

AND

St, Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific

Company,

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No.

Miles From
Dei Moines

1,

DAILY
m.
in.
in.
in.
m,
m
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. in,
p m.
p. in.
p. tn.
p, m.
p. m.
p. in.
p. m.
p, m.
p. in.

10 00 ft.
10 12 a.
10 36 ft,
10 60 a.
11 06 a.
11 20 a.
11 46
12 20
12 45

t 80

5
84
4
4

16
46
65

!I6

50

60

6 16

6 35
7 08
1. 10
7. 23
7. 45

20
26
81
42

Arr,
Lv.

42

Raton

N; M. Arr,
Lv
"
"

Lv .Pes Moines,
Kumaldo,
Dedman
Oapullu
Vigil
Thompson

0
11
16

49

Miles From

STATIONS.

"

"
Ounnlngbain
Ollfton House Junction "
RATON N M"
Ollfton House Junction

49
58

Preston
Koehler

66
68
77

Ooll'ax

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

Arr

0

Lv.
Lv

7
13

23
20
33

Koehler Jnct.

(Jerrososo
Arr
OIMAKRON
Lv.
Nash

86
89
94

41

Lv

N? M.

N. M,

Harlan
lite Park

47

Arr.
Lv

60
53

69

No 2
DAILY
6 30
6 15
4 55
4 35
4 25
3 65
3 30
2 56
2 30
12 25
12 05
8u 40
11 06
11 15
10 15

p, m,

p.
p.
p.
p.

in
m
in

m.

p. in
p. m
p. Ill
p. m
p. Ill

p. m
a. m

a'

m

a. in
a. m,

43 a. m.
9 25 a. in,
7 50.a. in,
7 40 a. ni.
7 25 a. in,
7 00 a. m,

V.

Superintendent

-

RATON, N.

N iH.

t

W

RATON,

Going to EI Paso?

Santa Ff N. M Feb. 15, 1909.
January was unusually mild - and
very little snow fell except In the
mountains of the north portion of the
Territory. The light snows and rains
of the other districts were confined
principally 'to the higher mountains.
In the upper Rl.i Grande and the San
Juan watersheds, there was a material increase in the reported depth,
and an abundant supply of water for
these drainage basins during the coming season seems assured, as the snow
drifts, well packed and In
In the
many places frozen hard.
upper Rio Grande watershed the
amount of snow is deemed sufficient
to cause an overflow in the spring of
some of the tributary streams. In
the other drainage areas the pros
pects are not as encouraging and more
snow, or early spring rnlns, will be
needed to assure a sufficient supply
of wpter for Irrigation.
The average depth in the mountains
of the San Juan was 35 inches, an
average Increase during the month of
7 Inches; in the upper Rio Grande
the average depth was 31 inches, an
Increase of 9 inches. In the San
Francisco, Gila and Southwest, the
average depth In the mountains was 9
inches; in the Canadian and Northeast, 15 Inches; in the Pecos and
Southeast, the average for the entire
basin was 12 inches, and the reported
depths varied from 2 to 3C Inches in
the several mountain ranges of this
vast area.
The fallowing notes are from reports of correspondents:
San Juan Watershed and Northwest
Pagosa Springs, Colo. C. T. Bor
oughsThe snow is evenly distributed and packed. Pagosa Junction
Colo
W. Zabrlskie
The snow Is
compact and the outlook is good for
an abundant water supply. Arboles,
Colo. B. A. Rodriguez The snow Is
well packed in the canyons and the
prospect for water supply is excel
lent.
Chromo, Colo. N, B. Price
The snow in the canyons is drifted
and compact; outlook for water supply good. Aztec J. G. Kello The
snow is very deep and the canyons
of the San Juan and La Plata ranges
are filled with snow. Putnam. R
Wetherill There is no snow in this
Blanco. W. A. Creager
vicinity.
There is more snow on the ground
than at any time in 1908, and on the
mesas the snow is dee). Haynes.
V. S. Thomson Several
Inches of
snow covers this section of the coun

At Torrance at 10:45 A. M.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take""
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

f

Direct Route
TO
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denvsr Colorado Springs a ad Pueblo
is Via the

DEM-

-

&

II

E

RAILWAY

Through the fsrtile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan couitry of Colorado.
For inform itioi a? to rat;s, train ser vie 3, descriptive literature, etc. call on oraddress.

d

supply. Alto C. B. Lane The snow
is in drifts in canyons, and mostly
above an altitude of 8,500 feet. Bon-it- o
II. Consbruch There Is some
snow along the eastern slope of the
Glencoe Anna E.
White mountains.
Coe Thera is less snow than usual
Roanoke
in the Capitan mountains.
Postmaster On the west side of
the valley, about 8 miles from the
Pecos river, the snow is 8 inches
deep; in the foothills east of the
river, it is about two and a half
Mescalero P. E. Jette
inches.
There is very little snow on the
south hillsides, hut higher up in the
Sacramento mountains there is snow.
Cloudcroft. J. I. Bailey The Sacramento mountains contain but very
little snow.

S K.

HOOPER,

Snow

T. A.
F. H.&McBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

G. P. C&

Denver, Colo.

the irromxl January

cm

Stations.

Counties.

.

.

.Iiin-t-

II

I

n

n

F.' & A. M. Reg-

ular
communication
first Monday of each
month at
itfasonie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

IT

The snow is well packed. Gallina
L. L. Cordova The snow is swept
into the canyons, and I believe we
will have enough water this year.
Owen In
Fe.
Frank
Santa
the upper levels of the Santa Fe
range, the snow is In drifts 5 to 10
feet deep and about 5 feet on the
level; the prospects for water are exCuba. E. S. Barker There
cellent.
is some snow In the mountains. San
Rafael C. M. Grover There is considerable snow on the northern slopes
Moun-tainai- r
and in the higher mountains.
Mrs. J. W. Corbett. The
snow is packed in the canyons and
on the north slopes, but unless we have
more than the usual amount during
February and March, the water supRosedale J. T.
ply will be short.
Stoneking On the, north side of
range the snow has drifted; none on
south side. The outlook for wrier
supply is not good. Hermosa P.
Zoelkr The snow has drifted into
the canyons and is compact; not very
favorable outlook for water supply,
unless relieved by spring rains.
San hranclsco, Gila and Mimbres.
Copperton J. B. Schell The snow
is somewhat drifted. Manuelito W.
A. L. Tarr Snow is very wet and
has drifted into canyons; rain fell on
the snow and it is very compact.
Zuni E. J. Davis The snow is in
the prossmall drifts in canyons;
pects for water supply have slightly
Mogollon W. I. Moore
improved.
A good mixed rain and snow fell at
Alma M. A.
close of the month.
Balke Snow is only on north sides
of mountains and canyons, in drifts;
outlook for water supply is discourCliff W. C. Belden There
aging.
was quite a fall of snow in the Mogollon mountains, but none in the valSanta Rita J. W. Turner-Th- ere
ley.
is but very litle snow in the
Hanover C. D.
Mimbres mountains.
Smith Snow is distributed only on
higher mountains. Duncan, Arizona
J. L. T. Wattles No snow on Gila
mountains. Alpine, Arizona S. Ham-bliThere is more snow at present
than during previous year, and it is
very compact.
Canadian and Northeast Watershed.
is
Baldy B. W. Gleske Snow
drifted and compact and about 6
inches more than last year. Bell J.
Utton Small drifts of snow in canyons. Elizabethtown J. F. Carring-toThe snow is drifted into the
canyons and very compact; outlook
for water is good. Lyon P. L. Har--:

1, A.

circulation remains contaminated with the impurities and catarrhal matters
which produce the trouble, the mucous membranes or inner linings of the
body will be kept in a state of irritation and disease. Sprays, lotions and
v
other local applications will sometimes temporarily relieve the tight, full 4
feeling in the head, buzzing noises in the ears, uncomfortable, stuffy feeling
of the nostrils, and help to loosen the mucus in the throat; but Catarrh is a ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
constitutional blood disorder and until it has been entirely driven from the
S.mt-- . Fe
system there can be no permanent cure. S. S. S. cures Catarrh by removing
Chapter No 1
the cause from the blood.. It attacks the disease at its head and by thorR. A. M.
Regular coo'
oughly purifying and cleansing the circulation, and ridding it of every parvocation second Monday
ticle of impurity, and at the same time enriching the blood, allows the
of each month at Mainflamed and irritated membranes to heal, improves the general health, and
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. ni
stops every disagreeable symptom. S. S. S. reaches down to the very
S. SPITZ, H. P.
bottom and leaves no trace of the disease in the system. Book on Catarrh ARTHUR
SBLIGMAN,
Secretary.
and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
is
loose
snow
conclave fourth MonThe
rather
rington
and only on the northwestern slopes
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
is fair.
of
the
hills; outlook
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Hall's Peak. F. E. Franklin High
Palace.
winds have swept snow into the raC. T. Brown, Socorro; R. H. Jaffa, PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Cleveland Dan- N. Y.; Frank A. Hubbel, Albuquer- vines and canyons.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
iel Cassidy The snow has drifted ,que; J. L. Perea, Albuquerque; R. G.
Ancient and Accepted
compactly into the canyons, and the Munn, Denver; John March, city; L. 14th degree,
streams will cary an abundance of E. Douglas, Willard; W. E. Smith, La Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
water in the spring and early sum- Veta, Colo.; W. H. Morrison and on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Chas. F. Rudulph
mer. Rociada
wife, Des Moines, Iowa.
Masonic Hall, south aide of Plaza.
There is less snow than usual and
Claire.
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Visiting
so far, the prospects for water supA Vandervant, P. G. Bush, E. S.
d tally invited to attend.
are
summer
for
the
slight.
coming
ply
Edwards, Louis Trauer, Albuquerque;
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Pecos Watershed and Southeast.
W. G. Bettner, F. M. Franklin, San
Venerable Master.
ow
Blood-SnO.
East Las Vegas F.
Francisco; P. B. Talley, C. W. Brand
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
on nearby mountains in most enburg, R. G. Munn, F. W. Turner,
Scretar
E. V. Crowell, Denver; W. W. Smith,
places is evenly distributed. Rowe
B.
P.
O.
E.
comand
snow
is
drifted
S. Pate The
B. H. Newle, H. A. Laugherty, W.
pact in the canyons. Glorieta H. C. Haefner, Las Vegas; B. F. Pankey,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. A
Viles There is no snow below an al- San Crlstoval Ranch, Lamy; E. W.
titude of 8,000 feet except on the Fisher, Cimarron; A. Z. Ziegler, Chi- holds its regular session on the ieo-nand fourth Wednesdays of each
north slopes; more is needed in cago; O. O. Larson, Pueblo; Clem
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
higher mountains to insure water Russell, Denver.

is in deei

Edith E. B. Pond The snow
good.
is drifted; the outlook for water supply is good. Rosa B. A. Candelario

Montezurut. Lodge No

11

No remedy that does not entirely remove the cause of Catarrh from the
blood will ever make a permanent cure of the trouble. Just as long as the

snow
Crumb The
thruout
the SAN J AN WATKH
mountains bordering the San Luis SII'I) ANWKKT.NOKTI1- Spir. Colo... Archuleta
N. Al. valley is deeper than for many years,
t.'olo.
I'ntfosa
and an abundance of water is as ArlKilos,
Colo
sured in the Rio Grande river for the Chromo, Colo
Hill
Sim .Inau.
entire coining season. Chama F. C, Ccrtiir
Cmzler
Johnson The snow in the mountains Aztec
is drifted and very compact.
The I. tioi'U
HIOIJHANIIK
are ixier, Colo
of
Conejos ....
prospects for plenty
Monti'
Colo.. Rio ramie

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

MAiONtC.

OF CATARRH

J. van HOUTEN;
W.A.GORMAN.
Gen
Pres. and
Mgr-

E. J, DEDMAN.

HWTERMl SOCItTIES

REMOVES THE CAUSE

BULLETIN

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
X Connects
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
try.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Rio Grande Water Shed.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Colo
Wm. Jenkins The
Osier,
Red
and
Lakes.
Aurora
Rayado,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo snow is in drifts and packed solid;
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo, at timber line it is about GO inches
deep and above timber line, about G8
Red
Taos
de
and
River
Ranches
Taos,
Twining.
Questa,
City,
inches.
Monte Vista, Colo. L. H.
j

RATON,
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Vista,
Ablquiu
Clin jl Ion
Chimin
Kililli

I i

Kio

Arriba

...

Kosn

Uiilllnn

""

Tiimiin

hulcp

TleiTH A inn

ill la

Arroyo Si'fo
Cerro
OJodnlii'iitu

Taos.

San
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RttfbW Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BU8INESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
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CHEYENNE, WYO.
Peby. 23, 25.

The seals and record Tjooks for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
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Reason Enthroned.
Because meats are so tasty they are
consumed in great excess. This lead9
to stomach troubles, biliousness and
constipation. Revise your diet, let
reason and not a pampered appetite
control, then take a few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets and you will soon be well
again. Try it. For sale at all druggists. Samples free.
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15e
8tamp, not over 2 2 Inchei ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20e.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3 2 Inches long
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15s.
One-lin- e
26c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
S5c
Stamp, over S Inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In siz, we chargs for one
Where type used is over one-ha'
inch or fraction.
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MONTROSE W. HAYES,
Section Director.
The New Mancwi prtnirng comyou
and
bas ready and for sal
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial roafl laws, pprice BO
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 50 ceSts per copy. These
can be purchased by applying in per-o-n
or by mall at the office of the
'
company.

It is an admitted tact tnat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best retrultsare
the New
obtained by advertising
Mexican,

,

T. P. GABLB,

r,
Johnson, Stanley; F.
Pueblo; Frank Burns, Capitan; Will Hammond, Rowe.
Normandie.
Theo. E. Harris, Denver; Matt
La.; Miss
Springer, New Orleans,
Dot Malcolm, Alamosa, Col.; J. W.
Freeman, Iowa City; H. T. Hermann

The New Mexican
equal to that done in
cities. Our solicitor,
work we turn out.
once and you will
again. We have all
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FJEXiCAJl PRipmjIG CO.
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Citf of the Estancia
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santa:fe ry

RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF

NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 1P05. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west from .
Chicago to al! California points and th 3 NwMoxieo Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wnn tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
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Town Let Free
the Building of more Homes

To Encourage
in

we will give one adjoining lot

BELEN,

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

FREE

This Opportunity is Extended for a Limited Time

rrofwrt'rirffiTffy

THE WILLIARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

x am

aw

Only

wm

THE BELEN

COMPANY

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

WILLARD TOWNSITE

'

SLEW TOWNSITE

22

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to tho Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest

at

8

per cent per annum payable

Tne Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

semi-annuall-

$ $
JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-
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Montezuma of the Pueblos, His Curse
Brought Decline of His People
and Their Land.
(By John L. Cowan.)

Not the least interesting of the
legends of the Tehuas is the one
told by the old men of the Pueblo
of Santa Clara, purporting to give
the Moses
the history of Pose-Wevof King Alfred of the Tehuas, to
ivhom almost every good and enduring
thing in their laws and customs is
e,

ascribed.
It is said that when most of the
Tehuas still dwelt in the cliff homes
of northern New Mexico, one branch
of the tribe settled upon the Rio
Caliente, attracted thither by the ferlands of the
tile and
There they built a pueblo,
valley.
the ruins of which may still be indistinctly traced upon the mesa,
back of the Mexican settlement of
Among the villagers
Ojo Caliente.
was an old woman, with one daughter,
whose name has been forgotten. One
day, as the daughter sat under a
pinon tree, a nut dropped in her lap;
but when she looked for the nut it
was nowhere to be found. Although
the maiden did not know it, it was
a gift from the gods, making her the
most blessed
among women. In
clue time, although yet a virgin, she
gave birth to a son, who was called
well-watere-

,

INFORMATION

of Company.

d

Posey amo.
T'ja child grew up to manhoadi
without giving any indication of possessing superior abilities or" intelliHe was shy, diffident,
gence.
and retiring, partly because
of his, poverty, and partly because
of the dubious nature of his paternity
for the sto-- y of the immaculate
conception was a jest among the villagers. He was clothed in rags, and
was jeered at and sneered at until
his life became a burden to him, so
that he often prayed to the gods that
death might terminate his unhappy
d

existence.
At last the Cacique of
died, and the head men of the village
assembled in the kiva to elect his
successor.
There were several can.
didates for the office, and the supporters of each proved so obstinate
and unyielding that it was found
Pose-wing- e

impossible for the necessary number
to agree upon any one. For days
the debate continued, until at last it
was suggested in jest that even
Poseyamo would be better than no
cacique at all.
No sooner was the suggestion made
than some one, desirous of pushing
the joke along, hastened to the humble home of Poseyamo and his mother
with the news that his name was
befort the council as a candidate for
election as cacique of the community.
In spite of the manifest absurdity
of the idea, both mother and son received it in all seriousness. Poseyamo was overwhelmed with terror
and consternation, and declared that
he would never accept so undeserved
an honor, nor assume a responsibilty
so far beyond his capacity. At that
instant, a lordly eagle alighted upon
the roof of the lowly, dwelling, and
spoke with the voice of a man, assuring Poseyamo that he was a favorite of the gods, and that they would
assist and support him, giving him
wisdom to rule with justice, and power to overthrow his enemies. At the
same moment, his dress, appearance
and demeanor were miraculously
changed, while a gaping crowd of
onlookers gazed and marveled. His

ragss were transformed into rich apparel; hia stature was greatly increased, and his countenance assumed a dignity and nobility that marked
him as a ruler of men.
As soon as the head men assembled
in the kiva heard of this miracle,
their idle jest became sober earnest,
and Poseyamo was elected cacique.
The favor of the gods having been
so wonderfully shown, all doubt of
ihe reality of his celestial paternity
was removed, and he was renamed
"dew from
signifying
heaven."
e
Under the beneficent rule of
the community grew and prospered as never bfore. The nomadic
tribes of Indians were defeated and
driven far from the valley of the
Rio Caliente. The gods bestowed upon the people the hot springs that
still gush from the foot of the mounr
tain, for the healing of all their diseases.
Rains fell abundantly, so
that their crops never failed; and
turkeys, deer and 6ther game were
hills.
plentiful in the surrounding
gave ' to the people Just
laws, and ruled with equity, wisdom
Pose-wev-

e,

Pose-wev-

Pose-wev- e

and moderation, so that his fame
spread throughout the nations.
So great was the renown of the wise
cacique of Posewinge that messengers
came to the village from all Tehua
communities, and even from alien
and formerly hostile nations, beseeching him to visit them, give them new
and just laws, supervise their ceremonial dances that they too might
share in the favor of the gods, and
give their caciques and head men the
benefit of his wisdom and expe:Unce.
Such was his kindness of heart that
he never refused requests of tMs
kind, so that much of his lime was
spent in travel, visiting even the
most distant pueblos and cliff towns.
And peace and
prevailed
plenty
throughout the land of cliffs and
remained
mesas so long as Pose-wev- e

earth.
Then on one unhappy occasion he
a community of
visited
cliff dwellers not far from where the
village of Chamita now stands. For
some unknown reason, the inhabit
ants affected not to recognize him,
and treated him as an unwelcome
stranger. Enraged at the undeserved
affront, he pronounced a curse upon
the ungrateful people, and then disappeared forever from thu sight of
men. He had gone hoir.e to the gods.
From the disappearnce of
dates the beginning of the decline, not only of the Tehuas, but of
all Pueblo peoples.
The clouds refused to part with their rains and
the crops withered In the field5!. Famine and pestilence decimated their
the
numbers, and
Navajos and
Apaches returned to wage successful
war against them. Soon the cliffs
were entirely depopulated, and the
remnant of the race were compelled
to build homes on the sumits .if lofty
mesas, that they might the more easily defend themselves against their
more numerous enemies.
itself was abandoned, its walls lev- eled to the ground, an deven its site
all but forgotten.
the hot
Only
springs remained, and their healing
waters still made the birthplace of
e
the Mecca of the Tehuas.
This legend of
is interesting from the circumstances that we
see in it the story of the immaculate
conception in a new form, and emanating from a very unexpected source.
Among several other tribes practically the same story is told, evidently
on

Tuge-wing-

Pose-wev- e

Pose-wlng- o

Pose-wev-

Pose-wev- e
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Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption

The Belen Town

AND OTHER

New Mexico.

POETIC LEGEND
OF POSE.WEVE

.

FOR MAPS

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

Willard,

The OenuiM

business ono shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00' AND BUSINESS
LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO $500-00- .

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of

to

la Dm

tkllow fackapi

Improvement Co.

ADDRESS

alreferring to the same personage,
is
disguised as
though the name
Zunis
attribute a
the
while
Pushaya;
similar miraculous birth and career
to Pushaingia, who is said to have inthe ceremonial
stituted many of
dances that are still celebrated in

their community.
On the whole, there is good reawas
son fer the belief that Pose-wevii real personage, the most commanding figure in Pueblo Indian history
and legend through all the shadowy
centuries that preceded the Spanish
conquest. "It may safely be inferred
that he banded the numerous Tehua
villages together for purposes of defense against the Navajos and Apaches, was successful in repelling their
attacks and in driving them far from
the Tehua territories, so that the era
of peace and resulting prosperity that
followed is justly commemorated in
the traditions of the people as the
true Golden Age of the Pueblos. It
may well be believed, also, that he
instituted many needed reforms, encouraged agriculture, and gave to the
people many wise laws. Beyond this,
our knowledge of the Tehua Moses
We cannot even
does not extend.
in
era
he
what
lived, although
guess
it must have been centuries before
the advent, of the Conquistadores.
So far there has been little exploration on the site of the prehistoric
Near Ojo
birthplace of Pose-wevCaliente there are ruins of three ancient villages, one of which has been
while the
identified as Pose-wingothers are mentioned in the legendary
lore of the Santa Clara Indians as
Homayo and Houiri. A few long
ridges upon the ground show the outlines of the ancient walls, some nearcircular inclosures,
ly obliterated
and prodigious quantities of broken
pottery prove that the villages must
have been inhabited for long periods
of time. A little haphazard excavating has been done, resulting in the
finding of many
skeletons, a few
whole earthea vessels, and quantities of arrow and spearheads, stone
e

that Ojo Caliente is America's oldest
health resort. It was frequented by
Spanish soldiers and colonists when
nearly the whole Atlantic coast was
But it
yet an untamed wilderness.
was "old" long before the first Spaniard ever saw it. The prehistoric villages, whose ruins remain upon the
bluff overlooking the hot springs,
prove that the Indians congregated
in the neighborhood of its healing
waters centuries before Columbus set
sail from Palos. It may have been
the Saratoga of the southwest before
Christ was born. Qulen sabe?
Nor is the present appearance of
Ojo Caliente much out of keeping
with antiquity. The sleeping apartments are in a long,
adobe
structure that might look very homelike in some
village
of Old Mexico, but seems strangely
anachronic in this progressive repubone-stor- y

lic.

The

is built of adobe,

bath-hous- e

bright with whitewash, but still looking almost: as antique as the ancient
ruins on the bluff above. Along the
Rio Caliente may be seen numerous
camping parties, some of whom have
driven for a hundred miles or more
to spend a month or two close enough
to the hot springs to enjoy a daily
bath. Quite often parties of Indians
travel higher and camp for weeks at

FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
Palace avenue.
WANTED Girl ror general housework. Apply to Mrs. W. G. Sargentr
Don Gasper avenue.
181

FOR RENT

A modern

seven-roo-

cottage on Grant Avenue.
the New Mexican office.

Apply

FOR SALE

Good work team and
Reason, leaving city.
Apply D. M. E., care New Mexican.

a time for the same purpose Pueblos
from Ildefonso, Picuris, Taos or some
distant village; Apaches from the
Jicarilla reservation;
Utes from
Southwestern
Colorado;
Navajos
from their great reservation far to
the west; and even Hopis from Ari
zona. For the "Hit
Medicine" of
the gift of the gods to
Ojo Caliente
is famous among all the
tribes of the Southwest, among whom
nature's remedies are more highly
tions of the white doctors,
esteemed than are the nasty decoc- Pose-wev-

e

ALL THE WAY
THE SHORT LINE
TO- CHIC AGO, KANSAS CITY, ST, LOUIS, DENVER,
EL PASO, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.

TO

CALIFORNIA
ONE WAY
On Sale Daile, March 1st

:

April 30tb,

CI MQ

to

1909

J
GRAND LODGE MEETING, July
13th, 1909. Comence saving your dollars
now and go via the "SANTA FE,"
11th-tLlY-

Reduced Round Trip Rates to

CALIFORNIA, MEXICO
CITY,

at

saddle horse.

ifi&ISHHER

e,

battle axes and other implements.'
The modern village of Ojo Caliente
dates back to the early days of the
Spanish possession. It is said that
it was customary, even in the very
early days of Spanish rule, to send
sick and suffering soldiers to the hot
There is A
springs for treatment.
little adobe chapel still standing, said
by Hon. Antonio Joseph of Ojo Caliente, to be the third oldest house of
worship standing in the Southwest,
having been built early in the sixteenth century for the benefit of the
soldiers recuperating
at the hot
springs. . Whether these claims as
to itsf antiquity are beyond dispute
or not, I do not know.
America's Oldest Health Resort.
However, there can be little doubt

WAHTS

PHOENIX AND

THE GRAND CANYON

For'Iuf ormation, Time Tables and Santa Fe Literature
Call at City Ticket Office. "Catron Block" East Side of Plaza
H. S. LUTZ,

Agent.

1
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hereby empowered and authorized to
LEGISLATIVE THUMB
adopt and enforce such ordinances,
NAIL SKETCHES embodying rules and regulations for

Minor City Topics

the care and protection of trees on the
Agreement Reached The contend- public highways, parks, public school
x-x x a ing parties over the Archaeological grounds and court house grounds
V
S
17.
The X School Bill, which was sent to con- wthin the limits of any such city or
Feb.
Denver, Colo.,
weather report for New Mexico: X ference yesterday afternoon by the town.
have reached an agreement,
Section 5. This act shall take efPartly cloudy tonight with X House,
warmer weather. Generally fair X which it. is believed will be accepted fect and be in force from and arter
by the conference committee at its its passage.
S Thursday.
meeting tonight at the Palace Hotel.
Carey' Act The bill extending the
!
S S $ S $
MS S
In accordance with this agreement, provisions of the Carey act to the
Rented Only For One Year Inadof the bill giving the board territories, according to telegraphic
vertantly the New Mexican yesterday that part
of
of the New Mexico State reports today has been sent to Presitrustees
had
B.
A.
Renehan
Mr.
stated that
rented his dwelling known as ''The Museum control of the entire build- dent Roosevelt for signature. A bill
Willows" for several years. The lease ing is stricken out, while in another has been drafted for introduction in
portion of the bill, a clause is in- the legislature the moment word is
is for one year only.
that the president has
an Operation Doctor serted giving the board control over received
Underwent
Perkins, a specialist from Denver, the building, excepting the rooms at signed the measure, which he will
Colo., yesterday afternoon at St. Vin- present occupied by the Historical undoubtedly do in a day or two, to
make the provisions of the congrescent's hospital, performed an opera- Museum.
Candidates or U. S. Marshal It is sional act immediately available for
tion upon Miss F. Lamy. He was assisted by Doctors J. A. Masie and J. believed that U. S. Marshal C. M. the territory. The operations of the
will
H. Sloan. The patient is resting eas Foraker of Albuquerque
be act will add considerably to the work
is
to
forced
follow
and
her
his
confidently
recovery
ily
brother, Senator in the office of the territorial engiof
Foraker
into
retirement from neer. The legislators expressed much
Ohio,
expected.
CO- FE MEAT & LIVE
Card Party At Library Hall Thurs- public life, soon after March "4, and gratification to Governor Curry, DeleAndrews, Territorial Engineer
9
8 day night the ladies of Guadalupe therefore there is considerable ri- gate
church will give a benefit card party. valry for the place, which is one of Sullivan and others who
Five Hundred will be played and es- - the best paying federal berths in the and worked faithfully for the enactpecial attention is called to the hand- territories at present, considering the ment of this federal law.
Bill
some prizes that will be offered. responsibility,
Signed
work and patronage
Albuquerque Armory
Tickets are fifty cents. Everyone de- - that go with it. E. C. Burke, who
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa late
siring to spend a pleasant evening was clerk of the territorial Ilepubli- - this afternoon signed Council Bill No.
should not fail to attend.
can central committee during several 1, by Hanley, appropirating $13,080
Elk's Grand Ball All arrangements campaigns, and has served as assist-- to
Albuquerque citizens
have been completed for the grand ant in the attorney general's office who advanced the funds to complete
ball to be given by the local lodge of and as legislative clerk in the office the National Guard armory at AlbuElks. The affair takes place at the 0f the territorial secretary, appears querque in time for the irrigation
Palace hotel on next Monday night, to be in the lead. His brother, Con- congress last fall.
Graveyard Measures to the LegisFebruary 22, and will undoubtedly be gressman Burke, is one of Pennsylone of the grandest social affairs ever vania's Republican leaders and stands lative Graveyard Although President
Taft. Burke Spiess of the Council has been at
attempted in Santa Fe. The tickets wen with President-elec- t
for the affair are one dollar. A very has been extensively endorsed for an- pains, twice already to explain that
Will Be Ready for Business Monday Feb. 15th. 1909.
large crowd is looked for and all who other place by leading citizens of the in his opinion all acts to grant school
attend will be greatly surprised at territory. Captain Fred Fornoff of sections to towns or villages for
and the bookkeepthe elaborateness of the affair and the territorial mounted police is also graveyard or other purposes, are ilSTRICTLY CASH
sure to have a delightfully good mentioned as candidate and there can legal and unconstitutional, since the
are
ers salary will
NO BOOKS NO
time.
be no doubt, that both by experience title to the territorial school lands
temMaximum
Weather
in
Report
come to you
and temperament, he would make a remains in the United States and is
ACCOUNTS
not vested in the Territory, a condi0
perature yesterday was 47 degrees at good U- - S- - marshal, although his
lower prices
p. m.; the minimum temperature vices ag captaln of tne mounted police tion which will be changed
upon
29 degrees at 1:00 a. m.; the meanjare too valuable to the territory to statehood being attained, there are
38 degrees;
the depart-- j
still bills being introduced to give
perniit him to kt g0 tnat position
)
system you dont have to, temperature
rrom normal was it uegveos; me ;wltnout a protest. Captain John W. territorial school sections away for
jure
pay i or what the other
relative humidity at 6 a .m. was 65
Roy, Portales,
of the peniten-- j graveyard purposes.
eats and never pays you.
per cent; the relative hmidity at 6 llary js also Spoken of for the honor, Demng and other places want to have
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Cuch

viding that, only one hundred signaInstead of 200 as formerly,
tures,
on petitions for
shall be required
in
counties, was
bridges
passed unanimously under supenion
of the rules.
Council Bill No. Sfl, by Navarro,
was introduced by unanimous consent, an act relating to ihe changing
of county seat. Referred, to the committee oii counties and county 'Hues.
A recess was then t alien subject to
the call of the President, to give the
third-clas- s

Conference Committee on the "Archaeological School Bill" time to con-

fer.
HOUSE Wednesday Afternoon,
All members present except Stack-hous-

e.

s

Valdez presented
House Petition
No. 19, in support of House Bill No.
33.
Referred to the committee on
roads and highways.
Mullens presented House Petition
No. 20, favoring passage of House
Bill No. 106, an act to permit cities,
towns and property owners to extend municipal sewer and light systems. Referred to the committee on

territorial improvements.
House Resolution No. 7 was introduced by Sanchez. It provides that
vote shall be necessary to
consider any bill carrying an appropriation but excepting bills providing for
the payment of National Guard Armory deficiencies and bills for running
expenses of the territory.
The resolution was adopted 23 to
1, Brice voting in the negative.
The following bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 151, by Martinez,
an act with reference to probate judges. Referred to the committee on
two-third-

s

House Bill No. 152, by Mullens, an
act to establish a
station at
the New Mexico Military Institute at
Roswell. Referred to the committee
sub-fir- e

on finance.
House Bill No. 153, by Davidson, an
act amending Chapter 34, acts of the
37th
Referred to the
Assembly.
committee on judiciary.
House Bill No. 154, by Davidson

an act amending Chapter 103 of the
35th Assembly. Referred to the committee on judiciary.
Council Joint Resolution No. 6, relative to preparations for the reception to Ambassador Brice of Great
Britain on March 15, was passed un-

animously,
A recess was taken subject to the
call of the Speaker, to permit the
conferees on House Bill No. 100, the
"Archaeological School BUI" to meet
with the Council conferees.
REGULATE

INTERSTATE
SHIPMENT OF LIQUOR

Washington, Feb. 17. The most
important legislation agreed to by
the House In years was incorporated
today in a penal code bill which is
under consideration.
The legislation
seeks to regulatee the interstate shipment of intoxicating liquors. Speaker
Cannon took the floor and voted for
the legislation.
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